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Introduction
Aim

The aim of this guide is to assist crew
members in obtaining the Search and
Rescue Radio Operators Certificate
(SARROC).
This is the operator’s licence required to
operate the VHF transceiver and the VHF
DSC equipment fitted to R.N.L.I. SAR Units
and other vessels that are not required to
fit GMDSS equipment under the SOLAS
convention.

Objectives

In order to obtain this certificate, crew
members will need to pass both theoretical
and practical tests demonstrating;
A detailed knowledge of RNLI voice
procedures used in the SAR environment.
A detailed practical knowledge of the
VHF radio installation and the use of the
equipment in practice.
The purpose and use of Digital Selective
Calling, (DSC), facilities.
Knowledge of the operational procedures
of the GMDSS.
Knowledge of the practical operation of
the GMDSS sub-systems and equipment,
(as appropriate to ‘non-solas’ vessels),
including:
• The Distress, Urgency and Safety
communication procedures used in the
GMDSS.
• The Distress, Urgency and Safety
communication procedures used in
radiotelephony.
• The protection of Distress frequencies.
• The Maritime Safety Information, (MSI),
systems used in the GMDSS.
• The Alerting and Locating signals used
in the GMDSS.
Knowledge of the regulations, obligatory
procedures and practices used in
Radiotelephone communications.
Successfully pass theoretical and practical
assessments.
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Introduction
Types of Radio

The need for licensing

The ability for shipping to communicate,
both with the shore and each other, in order
to pass navigational, safety and emergency
information is vital. In an emergency,
effective radio communication may be the
only realistic way that a vessel can alert the
Search and Rescue authorities and obtain
help.

Because of the vital role that radios play,
their use has to be strictly controlled to
avoid interference and congestion. All
operators of maritime radios, (whatever
their type), need an operator’s licence as
proof of competence. Each type of radio
has a different class of licence.

Broadly speaking, there are three types of
radios used for voice communications at
sea, (known as radiotelephones).

The old radio operator’s licence
for a VHF radio was known as the,
‘Restricted Certificate of Competence
in Radiotelephony, (VHF only)’. This
has been replaced by the ‘Short Range
Certificate’ and candidates will now need
to demonstrate additional knowledge of
the ‘Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System’, or GMDSS.

VHF Radios

VHF (Very High Frequency) radios are the
commonest type of radio used for two-way
voice communications. Although they have
a limited range, they are simple to operate,
have a large number of channels and can
be conveniently miniaturised. Consequently
VHF radios are used wherever there
is a need for fast and simple voice
communications, from aircraft to taxis, from
building sites to shipping.

HF and MF Radios

The VHF Operators Licence

RNLI SARROC

This includes the RYA SRC and search
and rescue component to allow greater
understanding of the required procedures
in response to any SAR service. SARROC
will cover the international SRC CEPT
syllabus.

Compared to VHF radios, MF, (Medium
Frequency) and HF, (High Frequency),
radios are slightly more complex to use.
They have a greater range, (150 - 300
miles for MF and global coverage for HF).
They require much larger antennae and
far more power to operate, which restricts
miniaturisation.

Satellite Communications

Is the preferred method for commercial
traffic and large yachts. It has become
the common communications system for
vessels that travel the worlds oceans
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The Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
The basic concept of the GMDSS is that
the search and rescue authorities, as well
as shipping in the immediate area, are
rapidly alerted to a distress incident so that
they can assist in a co-ordinated search
and rescue operation with the minimum
of delay. The system also provides for
Urgency and Safety communications and
the broadcasting of Maritime Safety
Information, (NAVTEX).
The introduction of the GMDSS began in
February 1992 and was fully in place by
1999 and applies to all vessels over 300
Gross Registered Tons, passenger vessels
carrying more than twelve passengers and
fishing vessels over 12m.

relies on everyone constantly listening to
Channel 16 in case someone wishes to
speak to them.
DSC acts more like a telephone pager.
Using DSC, a radio operator can now
send a digital signal, (known as an Alert),
to a selected radio station before starting
any voice transmission. This Alert will
automatically sound an alarm on the
selected radio station’s DSC receiver and
therefore the receiving station no longer
has to listen constantly to Channel 16.
Under the SOLAS agreement, GMDSS
compulsory-fit ships must be able to:

• Class A equipment is fitted to vessels
that operate in all Sea Areas. ALBs are
fitted with Class A equipment although it
is not a legal requirement.
• Class B equipment is the minimum
requirement for vessels that operate up
to 300 miles offshore.
• Class D equipment provides minimum
VHF DSC facilities for voluntary-fit
vessels. Most leisure craft will fit Class D
equipment. ILBs are now fitted with this
class of DSC.

• Transmit Ship to Shore Alerts by two
separate and independent systems,
each using a different radio-		
communication service.
• Receive Shore to Ship Distress Alerts.
• Transmit and receive Ship to Ship
Distress Alerts and Bridge to Bridge
communications.
• Transmit and receive SAR Co-ordinating
Communications and On-Scene 		
Communications.
• Transmit and receive homing or locating
signals.
• Transmit and receive Maritime Safety
Information.
• Transmit and receive general shorebased radio communications.

Digital Selective Calling

MMSI Numbers

There are several classes of equipment
fitted to vessels depending on their
operational area and type:

The cornerstone of the GMDSS is
Digital Selective Calling, (usually referred
to as DSC).
Before the introduction of DSC, an operator
using VHF would have to call another
radio station using the Distress, Safety
and Calling channel, (Channel 16). On
hearing their name, the called station
would acknowledge the call and both
parties would agree to move to a Working
Channel. This method of communication

This is achieved by giving every radio
station a unique nine digit
identification number, known as its
Maritime Mobile Service Identity number,
(or MMSI), which works in the same way
as a telephone number. By including an
station’s MMSI number in the Alert, only
that station’s receiver will sound an alarm.
All other DSC receivers within range will
remain silent.
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The Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)

The Sailor RM2042 VHF DSC modem fitted to most ALBs

DSC Distress Alerts

If the Alert is sent to ‘All Stations’, (as in
a Distress Alert), then all DSC receivers
within range will sound an alarm and store
the details of the Alert in the receiver’s
memory. After hearing the alarm all radio
operators in the immediate area are to tune
to Channel 16 and await the voice Mayday
message, which should immediately follow
the Distress Alert.

EPIRBS

Another improvement in technology has
lead to the use of Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons, or EPIRBs.
These are radio beacons that are only
used in a distress and once activated, will
transmit a continuous distress signal. This
signal will be detected by one of a number
of specialised satellites and relayed back
to a Rescue Co-ordination Centre. The
signals can contain details of the vessel’s
identity and position, greatly speeding up
the process of organising a suitable rescue.
Should a vessel sink, most EPIRBs are
designed to automatically float free and
self-activate.

SARTS

Ships required to fit GMDSS equipment are
also required to carry Search And Rescue
Radar Transponders, (or SARTs). These
are radar transponders that are normally
used in a life raft and provide Search
And Rescue units with a homing signal,
when they are ‘interrogated’ by a radar set
at 9GHz. Newer versions of SART now
operate on the Automated Identification
System (AIS).

SEA AREAS

Within the GMDSS, the oceans of the
world have been divided into four distinct
areas, known as Sea Areas. These Sea
Areas have been defined by the type of
radio coverage offered by the Coast Radio
Stations, (or Coastguard Radio Stations)
and available communication satellites.
Under the GMDSS, the radio equipment
which a vessel has to carry now depends
on which of these Sea Areas it operates in.
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The Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)

© Crown copyright

Reproduced from the Admiralty List of Radio Signals (Volume 5) by permission of
the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office and the UK Hydrographic Office.
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Licensing Requirements
There are three separate licences required
before a VHF radio can be used on board a
vessel:
• one for the set - its ‘Type Approval’,
• one for the installation - the ‘Ship’s
Licence’,
• one for the operator - the Operator’s
Certificate of Competence.

Type Approval

All transmitting devices installed in UK
Registered vessels manufactured since
7th April 2000 must be ‘Type Approved’,
this ensures that they comply with the
relevant European and International
regulations. In the UK these standards are
laid down by the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency. All the radio equipment carried by
RNLI SAR units will be type approved, (to
MPT 1279 standard).

The Ships Licence

Once installed in a vessel, a VHF
radiotelephone requires a ship’s licence.
Each country has their own authority
responsible for the issue of ship licences.
In the UK the ships radio licence has been
issued free for the lifetime of the vessel
from October 2006, it will be checked for
correct details every 10 years. In the
Republic of Ireland this is issued by
COMREG.
There are several types of ship’s licence
available.

Ships (VHF) Licence

In the majority of cases the licence
required will be a Ship’s (VHF) Licence
which ‘authorises the use of two-way
communications with other vessels,
aircraft and shore stations using specific
frequencies within the International
Maritime Band’.

Ships Portable radio licence

Handheld VHF radios including those
fitted with DSC capabilities, have a special
licence. This licence enables the operator
to use any handheld maritime VHF radio
which is not permanently fitted to a vessel.
The licence number will be prefixed with
the letter ‘T’ and will be subject to checks
for correct details every 10 years. As no
call-sign can be allocated to portable VHF,
operators must identify themselves by the
name of the vessel they are aboard.

EPIRB Licence

Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons also need a licence to operate
and this is covered by the Ships Radio
licence or the Ships Portable licence.

Call Signs

When a ships licence is first issued you
will receive a unique International call sign
along with the MMSI number (if you have
declared you have DSC) this will remain
with the vessel for its lifetime. They will
also allocate a Public Correspondence
category, which indicates the hours of radio
watch kept. In the case of SAR Units and
other small craft this will be Category HX,
meaning ‘Irregular’. Vessels may be given
the Categories of H8 or H24, (meaning 8
and 24 hour radio watches are kept).

The Operators Licence

Apart from the Type Approval and the
Installation Licence, the operator needs
a licence, known as a Radio Operator’s
‘Certificate of Competence’. There
are several different Certificates of
Competence available depending upon
the type of equipment fitted and the use to
which it is put. Only two types are required
by RNLI crews.
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Licensing Requirements
Short Range Certificate

This is the licence required to operate
VHF equipment, including all VHF DSC
equipment. It has replaced the older
‘Restricted Certificate of Competence in
Radiotelephone, (VHF only)’, (although
this licence is still valid for the use of VHF
radiotelephone equipment only).
The RNLI currently issue’s this via the RYA
and the Department of transport, tourism
and sport (ROI) on completion of the
SARROC course.

Long Range Certificate

This is the licence required to operate the
MF/HF/VHF equipment, (including the DSC
facilities), on any vessel not required to
fit GMDSS equipment under the SOLAS
agreement. In order to use all of the
equipment supplied, radio operators on
ALBs require the Long Range Certificate,
(for further information see TRG/6, ‘The
MF/HF Radio Guide’).
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VHF Channels
The frequencies used by VHF radios at
sea are allocated by the International
Telecommunications Union, (ITU), which
is an international authority, established
to ensure worldwide communications
compatibility. These frequencies are known
as the Maritime Mobile Band and were
originally divided into 28 different Channels
which were numbered from One through
to Twenty-Eight. Each channel uses a
different frequency; in fact some channels
use two.
By 1972, the increased use of VHF radios
was causing congestion. As no additional
frequencies were available, extra channels
were interleaved between the existing
twenty eight to give a new total of 55
available channels. However, as the
channel numbers 29 to 59 were already in
use by other services, these extra channels
had to be numbered from 60 to 88. This is
why there is now an apparent gap in the
sequence of channels used in the Maritime
Mobile Band.

Many VHF sets have more than 55
channels available, but these extra
channels are known as Private Maritime
Channels and are not actually part of the
Maritime Mobile Band.
A full list of the Channels and their uses
can be found in Appendix 5 at the back of
this publication.

Simplex and Duplex Channels

All the channels allocated to Maritime
Mobile Band VHF radios can be divided
into either Simplex or Duplex channels.

Simplex Channels

Simplex Channels are simply single
frequency channels. A simplex channel
enables an operator to either transmit or
receive on the same frequency, but they
can not do both at the same time. This is
why the proword ‘Over’ must be used at the
end of each transmission, it signifies that
the operator has ceased transmitting on
that channel and is now ready to receive.
Only one aerial is required to use a Simplex
channel, the operation of the press to
talk switch (PTT) changes the aerial from
transmitting to receiving and vice versa.

Duplex Channels

Duplex Channels use two frequencies, one
to transmit, the other to receive. The result
is a two way communication system, much
like a telephone and these channels are
used for all Public Correspondence. Public
Correspondence channels were designed
so that ships could connect to the shore
telephone network via Coast Radio
Stations, however all Coast Radio
Stations in the U.K. have closed down
as the distress watch was given to the
coastguard and mobile phones have
become a cheaper and simpler alternative
to communicate with the shore telephone
system.
A fully Duplex Radio requires two aerials,
one to transmit and the other to receive.
Because of this limitation, Duplex radios
are restricted to large vessels and shore
stations that can provide sufficient
separation between both aerials. Duplex
frequencies are not ideal for SAR
communications as only the Shore to Ship
element can be heard by other vessels.
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VHF Channels

All SAR Units are equipped with Semi-Duplex equipment.

Semi-Duplex Channels

In order to use Duplex Channels, the
majority of Maritime Band VHF sets use
a system known as Semi-Duplex. As they
are limited to one aerial, they can still only
transmit and receive on one frequency
at a time, but the radio is designed to
automatically switch between the two
frequencies when the microphone switch
is pressed and released. Because of this
limitation, the proword, ‘over’ must still be
used at the end of each transmission.

all receive on a different frequency. It is
therefore impossible to communicate with
another vessel using a Duplex Channel,
(one vessel would be transmitting on
one frequency whilst the other would be
listening on another). Equally, if an operator
attempts to monitor a communication
transmitted on a Duplex Channel using a
Semi Duplex radio they will only ever hear
the shore side of the conversation.

Although the system is automatic and
therefore appears identical in use to a
Simplex Channel, operators must be aware
of the nature and limitations of SemiDuplex communications. Duplex Channels
are for ship to shore communication only.
For any given Duplex Channel, all ships
radio sets transmit on one frequency and
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Radiotelephone Equipment
As with all modern electrical equipment,
VHF radios come in many designs with
many different features built into them by
the manufacturer. All radio operators need
to have a basic knowledge of how to use
the facilities on offer.

Squelch and Volume Controls

The Squelch control fitted to all VHF radios
controls the sensitivity of the receiver.
It should be turned anti-clockwise until
a roaring noise is heard, at which point
the volume control can be adjusted to a
comfortable level. The squelch should
then be turned back to the point when
the noise just disappears. This position
is known as the ‘squelch threshold’ and
will vary depending upon the atmospheric
conditions of the day and the channel used.
It should be adjusted each time the radio
is switched on and will require adjustment
after changing channels.

Channel Selection
A typical radio station fitted to an ALB

On most radios, channel selection is made
by pressing the numbered buttons on the
outside of the set or by turning a Channel
Selection knob; the selected channel will
be shown on a built-in display.
Some VHF sets can transmit and receive
on up to 67 channels. Although reception
of all channels is permitted, you can only
transmit on the channels covered by
the Ship’s Licence and their Operator’s
Certificate of Competence. RNLI SAR
Units have access to all channels, however
boathouses are only permitted to transmit
on Channels 16, 31 and 67 in ROI, and 0,
16 and 31 in UK.

Tamar radio station and SIMS radio pages

Garmin 200 radio (fitted to ILBs)
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Radiotelephone Equipment
Dual Watch

Most VHF radios have a dual watch facility
allowing you to simultaneously monitor
Channel 16, (which has priority), and any
other channel. Once the second channel
has been selected, the radio will rapidly
switch back and forth between the two
channels.
If a transmission is received on the
selected channel it will be heard fairly
clearly, although the set will continue to
scan Channel 16. If this continual scanning
makes the transmission unintelligible,
then the dual watch facility will have to be
turned off. If a transmission is received
on Channel 16 the set will lock onto
Channel 16 for the entire duration of the
transmission. Note that some sets will
not transmit while they are in Dual Watch
mode. Dual Watch is never to be employed
when a RNLI SAR Unit is on service.

Power Output

The maximum power output for any
VHF set is limited to 25 Watts. As VHF
transmissions are limited to line-of-sight
this is normally more than adequate.
Antenna height has a far greater effect on
range and increasing the power to a VHF
transmitter will not significantly increase
its range. All sets can transmit on reduced
power, (1 Watt).
Handheld radios normally have the same
controls as mounted sets but as they are
limited to 5 watts maximum power and
rely on their own short, helical aerial, their
range is significantly less. Most handheld
radios are vulnerable to water, ( although
all the sets used by the RNLI are fully
waterproof). They should be held as upright
as possible to improve transmissions
and reception. Portable radios should not
be handled by the aerial as it is easily
susceptible to damage.
Handheld
VHF Radio

The Sailor RT 2048 VHF Radiotelephone

The Sailor RT 4822 VHF Radiotelephone

Scanning

Scanning is similar to Dual Watch but the
set can scan more, or sometimes all,
of its available channels. The equipment
fitted to some ILB’s and ALB’s will continue
to monitor Channel 16 every 1.2 seconds
regardless of the number of other channels
it has been set to scan.
Version 2, May 2014
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Digital Selective Calling (DSC)
This guide is only concerned with VHF
transmissions. A DSC Alert can also be
sent on a MF or HF frequency.
Digital Selective Calling is a technique that,
as its name implies, allows a radio operator
to send a digital call, or ‘Alert’ to one or
more selected radio stations. In many
ways DSC is similar to a telephone pager,
sounding an alarm and leaving a very basic
message on the selected station’s DSC
receiver. Like a pager, an alert can be sent
to more than one radio station at a time or
to ‘all stations’ within radio range.
The main purpose of a DSC Alert is to warn
the recipient that a voice
transmission is about to be made that is
of direct concern to them. In all cases,
a DSC Alert should be followed by a
radiotelephone voice transmission.
The advantages of sending a DSC Alert
are that:
• In an emergency, a Distress Alert 		
containing essential information can be
sent quickly and simply.
• The Alert is repeatedly and rapidly
transmitted in a digital format, (in
the case of a VHF DSC, the Alert is
sent five times within a few seconds.
The information is transmitted digitally
on a dedicated frequency, (Channel
70), and so is less susceptible to 		
errors. Consequently the system 		
virtually guarantees that someone within
the A1 area will receive the Alert.
• Ultimately, a continuous listening 		
watch on Channel 16 will no longer be
essential as any message relevant
to a station will be preceded by a DSC
Alert. The UK Coastguard no longer
maintains a constant ‘headset’ watch on
Channel 16.

The Sailor VHF DSC ‘modem’ fitted to
ALB Lifeboats needs to be connected to
the ship’s VHF radio in order to transmit
an Alert. If the VHF transmitter is broken,
or switched off, then no DSC Alert can be
sent. Reception of DSC Alerts is not
affected as the DSC modem uses its own
receiver and separate receiving antenna.
This receiving antenna doubles as the
Lifeboat’s emergency VHF antenna.
If the handset is not replaced properly
then the DSC will not sound its
alarm or transmit

Distress Alerts

A DSC Distress Alert provides a rapid and
accurate means of reporting a distress
to another radio station that can either
provide, or co-ordinate, assistance.
Normally this would be a Coastguard
Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre,
(MRCC).
In a distress, the operator can use the
ship’s DSC equipment to send an
‘All Stations’ Distress Alert by simply
pressing one or two buttons simultaneously
(new equipment on Trents, Severns and
ILBs have to lift the cover and hold down
for 3 or 5 seconds). With this type of
Alert, all DSC receivers within range will
sound an alarm and store the information
received in a memory. The Distress Alert
will continue to be transmitted every four
minutes until a DSC ‘Acknowledgement’
is received, the transmission is cancelled
by the operator or the vessel sinks! If time
allows a DSC Distress Alert should always
be followed by a radiotelephone Distress
Transmission using normal distress
procedure.
Any Station hearing the Alert should
tune to Channel 16 and listen for the
radiotelephone Distress Transmission.
Even if the voice message is not received,
the information the DSC message carries
will greatly improve a casualty’s chance of
rescue.
Version 2, May 2014
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Digital Selective Calling (DSC)

Sending a DSC Distress
Alert on a Sailor RT4822 Radio

Undesignated Alert

An ‘Undesignated’ DSC Distress Alert can
be sent in seconds by simply pressing one
or two buttons simultaneously. The alert
will then be automatically transmitted on
Channel 70 containing the following
information:
• The vessel’s MMSI number, (and
therefore its identity).
• Its current position, or last known
position, and time. Most DSC
modems are interconnected to the ship’s
GPS receiver and the position will be
automatically updated before the Alert is
sent. If this facility is not available, the
ship’s position will need to be input
manually before the Alert can be sent.
• The time and date the Alert was
received.

Sending a DSC Distress
Alert on a Sailor RM2042 Radio

Designated Alert

Given slightly more time the Alert can be
‘Designated’, meaning that the type of the
distress can be included in the message,
(Collision, Sinking, On Fire etc.).
If a DSC Distress Alert is sent by
accident on Ch70, allow the
transmission to finish before cancelling,
(cancelling before the MMSI number
has been sent could result in confusion).
Stop the alert repeating. After the Alert
has been sent, make an ‘All Stations’
Radiotelephone broadcast on Channel
16, (“DSC Call sent in error cancel the
alert”), giving the ship’s identity, (or call
sign), position and it’s MMSI number.
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Digital Selective Calling (DSC)
The Response from a Vessel

Any vessel receiving a DSC Distress Alert
will need to take some action, even if that
action is limited to maintaining a listening
watch. The action required depends upon
the Sea Area the vessel is in.

The Response for Sea Area 1

A vessel operating in GMDSS Sea Area A1
that receives a VHF DSC alert on Ch 70
shall:
• Go to Ch 16 and listen for the Mayday
call and message, be ready to write it
down.
• Allow a short time for the Coastguard
(this can also be a Coast station) to
acknowledge. In most cases the 		
response will be immediate.
• No acknowledgement from the 		
Coastguard acknowledge by voice to the
casualty on Ch 16.
• If the Coastguard has not responded to
the casualty send a Mayday relay on
Ch 16 to the nearest MRCC.

The Response from the Shore

A DSC Distress Alert from Sea Area A1 will
normally be received by the Coastguard.
They will normally acknowledge any DSC
Distress and attempt to establish voice
communications.

DSC Urgency and Safety Alerts

Unlike Distress alerts, Urgency’s and
Safety alerts can be sent to individual or all
stations depending on the class of DSC. An
Urgency or Safety Alert should be sent prior
to a voice transmission.
If the Urgency is a medical problem the
Coastguard/Shore station will acknowledge
with a working channel to work on in the
UK this channel is 23 or 86 in the ROI it is
the local coastguards working channel.
Vessels receiving an All Ships DSC
Urgency or Safety Alert should maintain
a listening watch on Channel 16 or the
specified Working Frequency. If practical
to do so offer assistance in the case of
urgencies.

DSC Routine Alerts

Provided that the MMSI number of a ship is
known, DSC Alerts can be sent from Ship
to Ship. This type of Alert will only sound an
alarm on the called ship and by reading the
Alert message they will be able to identify
the caller.
By including a proposed Working frequency
in the DSC Alert, (and waiting for an
acknowledgement accepting this
frequency), the subsequent
radiotelephone call can be made
directly on a Working Channel.

Tests should be carried out
on all DSC radio equipment at
specified periods to ensure that
it is fully functional in the event
of an emergency; this is a legal
requirement on compulsory fitted
vessels. There is only one type of
test to be performed on VHF DSC
equipment and this test should be
performed daily, or in the case of
a SAR unit each time the boat is
used.
Sailor RM2042 DSC Modem Self-Test
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Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBS)
406 MHz

EPIRBs transmitting on 406 MHz are
detected by one of four low-altitude,
polar-orbiting satellites or one of three
geostationary satellites, which together
provide total coverage of the earth’s
surface and can therefore be used in all
Sea Areas. When a satellite detects a
distress signal it relays the information to a
satellite ground station, known as a Local
User Terminal, (or LUT).

Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons, or EPIRBs, are radio beacons
dedicated to transmitting distress signals
which can be used to locate a casualty.
The versions fitted to ships under the
GMDSS are carried on the upper deck or
superstructure of the vessel and
attached by a manual or hydrostatic
release.
This hydrostatic unit will automatically at
a depth of 2-3 metres release the EPIRB
should the ship sink, allowing it to float to
the surface where it will begin to transmit a
distress signal.
In the event of having to abandon ship,
the EPIRB must be detached, carried by a
survivor and activated manually. This signal
will be detected and be relayed back to
earth, alerting the authorities to the disaster
and allowing them to locate the position of
the signal.

As polar-orbiting satellites can only view
a portion of the earth’s surface at any one
time. If the satellite is unable to ‘see’ a LUT
when it receives a distress signal, it will
store the information until it passes over
one. Due to this limitation there can be a
delay of up to ninety minutes between a
406 MHz EPIRB being activated, and the
distress alert arriving at the LUT.
Although most 406 MHz EPIRBs can
include a GPS-derived position in their
alert, others will only transmit a distress
signal and their unique serial number.
To locate the position of these EPIRBs,
the ground station uses a technique
known as ‘Doppler Shift Processing’.
This relies on the principle that the
‘sound’ of the signal alters as the
satellite passes over it. By monitoring
the change in the frequency of sound
and knowing the precise position of the
satellite, the authorities can
pinpoint the position of the EPIRB to
within 2 miles.

COSPAS SARSAT Satellites

EPIRBs using the COSPAS-SARSAT
satellite system transmit their distress
frequencies on 406 MHz only or 406 MHz
and 121.5 MHz.
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Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBS)
121.5 MHz

Unlike 406 MHz EPIRBs, the coverage
for EPIRBs transmitting on 121.5 MHz, is
neither global nor continuous. Because
of the limitations the 121.5MHz portion
of the signal is not listened to by the
satellite system and is soley used by SAR
organisations to direction find (D/F) the
casualty.

Registering EPIRBs

All 406 MHz EPIRBs will transmit a
unique serial number when activated. This
serial number should be registered to a
particular vessel and the information held
on an international database. In the UK
the EPIRB database is held by Falmouth
MRCC and in ROI its held by COMREG in
Dublin. The details held are reproduced on
the ship’s radio licence. Should the EPIRB
be activated, the serial number can be
used to identify the casualty. Consequently
an EPIRB should never be loaned to
another vessel or sold-on without notifying
the authorities. UK registered EPIRBs
have a unique serial number. In the ROI
however, the serial number is made up of
Maritime Identity Digits (MID) 250 and the
vessels unique International call sign (for
example: 250EI1234).

Testing EPIRBs

It is a legal requirement that all EPIRBs
fitted to GMDSS compulsory-fit vessels
should be tested once a month. The
procedure will vary depending upon the
type of EPIRB carried but will generally
involve removing any protective cover,
check the integrity of cleaning the beacon,
operating a built-in self-test, checking
the expiry date of the hydrostatic release
mechanism and the expiry date of the
EPIRB’s batteries.
For obvious reasons, when testing
an EPIRB it is imperative that it is
de-activated before removal from
its stowage and then re-armed after
the test is complete. If an EPIRB
is activated accidentally turn it off
immediately and contact the nearest
MRCC with your position and identify
and await instructions.
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Search and Rescue Radar Transponders (SARTS)
SARTS, (Search and Rescue Radar
Transponders), are location beacons that
send a homing signal when interrogated by
a 9 GHz radar. SARTs are normally carried
on the ship’s bridge or similar convenient
place where they are readily accessible.
SARTs are checked on a monthly basis
to ensure correct operation by activating
the test facility (the test is a low power
transmission). A SART can be checked
by briefly activating it using the test facility
and subjecting it to one or two passes of
the ship’s radar, however it is important
that the local shore authority and vessels
are informed before this takes place. The
transmissions from a SART are considered
to be a Distress Call.
When deploying a SART, read the
manufacturer’s instructions carefully. Once
the SART has been switched on it should
be attached to the highest point available,
normally this will be achieved by fixing it to
a supplied, one metre long telescopic pole

and positioning this through the life raft’s
antenna opening. If a radar reflector is in
place on the life raft, it must be removed
when the SART is deployed as it can
reflect radar signals from a search vessel
before they cause the SART to react. When
abandoning a vessel fitted with its own
radar, the radar must be switched off before
deploying the SART or the SART will be
prematurely activated.
Once a SART has been activated, it will
react to a 9 GHz radar signal, sending back
its own transmission. This transmission
will be displayed on the radar screen of
the rescue vessel as a line of up to twelve
‘blips’ along the bearing of the SART, with
the first echo as the target. The detection
range of a SART varies depending upon
the height of the radar and the height of
the SART. A SAR Unit searching for a life
raft can expect to make contact at about
five to six miles. An aircraft at 3,000 feet
could detect the same SART from about 50
miles.

As the range decreases the ‘blips’ will grow, becoming arcs.
At about one mile range, these arcs will become a series of
concentric circles. It has been found that the best results for
locating a SART can be obtained by setting the search radar to a
12 miles range, before switching to six miles as the range decreases.
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Search and Rescue Radar Transponders (SARTS)
Obtaining an accurate bearing to the
casualty becomes increasingly harder
as the range decreases and the ‘blips’
become arcs, and impossible when
the arcs become concentric circles.
In poor visibility it may be necessary
to make several passes from different
directions and triangulate the
bearings before the position of the
SART can be accurately determined.
A SART at approximately 6 mile range,
bearing approximately 045 degrees.

A SART at approximately 2 mile
range, ahead

A second type of SART is on the market
and this is aimed at the AIS system. The
Automated Identification System transmits
data on the VHF channels 87 and 88. The
AIS SART incorporates an onboard GPS
which will transmit positional data every
minute. Only vessels and shore stations
fitted with an AIS receiver will be able to
detect the AIS SART.
As well as updatable positional information
the AIS SART has a unique MMSI number
that starts with 970 followed by 6 numbers
making a 9 digit MMSI number (for
example; 970991234). The AIS SART will
be carried and used in a liferaft to indicate
their position.

A SART at approximately 1 mile range.
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Maritime Safety Information (NAVTEX)

A* Navigational Warnings
B* Meteorological Warnings
C Ice Reports
D* Search and Rescue
E Meteorological Forecasts
F Pilot Service Messages
H LORAN Messages
J SATNAV Messages
K Other Electronic Navaid Messages
L Subfacts/Gunfacts
V Additional Navigational Warnings
W Special Services, trial allocation
X Special Services, trial allocation
Y Special Services, trial allocation
Z No messages on hand

* items can not be deleted

NAVTEX is a free, International service
broadcasting navigational, meteorological
and emergency information to any vessel
fitted with a suitable receiver. It is part of
the Maritime Safety Information system, (or
MSI), which in turn is part of the GMDSS.
Messages are transmitted in English from
coast stations on 518 kHz MF, coastal
waters forecasts are also transmitted on
490 kHz in UK waters, using a process
known as ‘Narrow Band Direct Printing with
Forward Error Correction’, (a technique that
involves everything being transmitted twice
to improve accuracy).
There are three transmitting stations in
the UK, which, together with Valentia and
Malin in Ireland and Oostende in Belgium,
provide total coverage of the UK and Irish
coastal waters. Each transmitter has been
given an identification letter and a NAVTEX
receiver should be programmed to only
register messages from the transmitter
covering the operational area of the ship.
If a vessel is making a passage that takes
it into another transmitter’s range, the
NAVTEX receiver will need to
be reprogrammed.

Although emergency messages are
broadcast on receipt, routine messages are
transmitted at set times. These times vary
from station to station to reduce crossstation interference. The times of these
broadcasts are printed in the ‘Admiralty List
of Radio Signals - Volume 3’ while other
NAVTEX information is available in the
‘Admiralty List of Radio Signals
- Volume 5’ and the various nautical
almanacs.

A Lokata NAVTEX Receiver
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Batteries

Atlantic 75 battery compartment

Batteries

SOLAS requirements state that the
GMDSS communications equipment
must be provided with a reserve source
of energy, completely independent of
the ship’s main and emergency power
supplies.
This reserve source of energy must
be capable of powering the GMDSS
equipment for either one or six hours,
(depending on the type and specification of
the ship’s emergency generating source).
GMDSS compulsory-fit vessels must
provide an automatic charging arrangement
if storage batteries are used as the reserve
energy source. This is not a requirement on
RNLI SAR Units.

Types of Batteries

The two main types of battery used on
board ships are lead-acid batteries and,
less frequently, nickel-cadmium, (or
NICAD), units. Most EPIRBs, SARTs and
handheld VHF radios use Lithium batteries
which are similar, but more suitable
characteristics, than NICAD units.

Tamar battery compartment
Prior to carrying out any battery
maintenance, full PPE is to be worn goggles, gloves, apron/overalls.
Ensure there is adequate ventilation
within the compartment where
maintenance is taking place.
The voltage of a single lead-acid cell is 2
volts. Batteries are supplied as 6 volt, (3
cells), or 12 volt, (6 cells). 24 volt supplies
are obtained by connecting two 12 volt
units in series.
The battery voltage should be checked
daily with the battery on load, (on a ALB
this should be as often as practical). A 12
volt battery system should show no less
than 11.6 volts on full load, (24 volt systems
should show 23 volt or more). If the voltage
falls below this figure on load, the battery
requires charging, a substantial drop would
indicate a faulty battery or circuitry.
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Batteries
• Keep the battery clean and dry. This will
help prevent corrosion of terminals.
• Lightly smear terminal posts, clamps
and bus-bars with petroleum jelly, this
minimises the risk of corrosion.
• Only use distilled or de-mineralised
water when topping-up the electrolyte.
• The level of the electrolyte must always
be approx. 1 cm above the plates.
• Don’t leave a battery in a discharged
condition.
• Don’t operate a battery for long periods
when it is in a low state of charge.
• Don’t leave a fully charged battery for
long periods without giving regular ‘top
up’ charges.
• Don’t overcharge batteries.
All Weather Lifeboats have a 24 volt
DC electrical system, using a two wire
insulated return with double pole circuit
breaker and switches, in accordance
with Lloyds’ requirements. The MF/HF
equipment used on an ALB requires 24
volts, while the VHF equipment used on all
types of RNLI SAR Units only requires 12
volts.
There are normally two banks of batteries
which are charged by two alternators,
driven from the main engines. Each
alternator can be switched to charge one
or both banks of batteries. In addition
Severn and Trent Lifeboats have a third,
independent battery for the electrical
navigational equipment. Most afloat
Lifeboats have an auxiliary generator for
battery charging when the main engines
are not running and all Lifeboats can
charge their batteries from an external D.C.
supply, usually a battery charger in the

boathouse.
The best way of assessing the condition
of a lead acid battery is by checking the
specific gravity (S.G.) of the electrolyte.
This should be done after the battery has
been topped-up with electrolyte and fully
charged. All the cells in a battery should
have a similar reading; a variation of more
than 0.025 indicates a faulty cell and the
battery should be replaced.
The approximate hydrometer readings
should be:
Fully Charged 		
Half Charged		
Discharged		

1250
1200
1150

A lead acid battery will produce
hydrogen gas when being charged.
As Hydrogen is highly explosive, a
RNLI SAR Unit’s batteries are fully
enclosed and vented but care must be
taken during maintenance. ALBs have
fans which vent the battery gases and
these should be checked regularly.
When making up electrolyte, always add
acid to water, never add water to acid!

Emerging technologies means that
lead acid liquid filled batteries are being
replaced in the RNLI with Gel filled ones.
These new batteries are sealed and have
an indicator to indicate state of charge.
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Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) Numbers
All GMDSS-fitted Ships and Coast Stations
have a unique 9-digit identification number,
known as its Maritime Mobile Service
Identity number or MMSI number. This can
be thought of as it’s ‘telephone’ number.
• UK registered vessels start with the
digits 232, 233, 234 or 235
(as in 232000001).
• Irish registered vessels start with the
digits 250, (as in 250000001).

The MMSI numbers for ships can be found
in the ITU’s ‘List of Ship Stations’ which
is updated regularly with supplements.
Coast station’s MMSIs also appear in other
publications, such as ITU’s ‘List of Coast
Stations’ and the ‘Admiralty List of Radio
Signals - Volume 1’. To decode an MMSI
or Call sign received by DSC or R/T, you
would use the ITU’s ‘List of Call signs and
Numerical Identities’.

• UK Coastguard Stations start with the
digits 00232, (as in 002320001).

SAR aircraft can also be identified by an
MMSI number with 111 followed by the
country code and a unique number (for
example: 111232123).

• Irish Coastguard Stations start with the
digits 00250, (as in 002500001).

AIS SART is identified by the number 970
and 6 digits, for example 970991234.

Groups or Fleets of ships can also have a
MMSI to identify them. In the case of UK
vessels this will start with 0232 followed
by 5 other digits. These are issued by
OFCOM, in the ROI COMREG would be
the issuing authority.
RNLI DSC fitted SAR Units have the group
number of 023200002.
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Antennae
The choice and positioning of an antenna
(or aerial) is of vital importance. VHF radio
is known as the ‘Short Range Service’
because it is limited to little more than
line-of-sight communications.
Consequently, the higher the antenna is
placed, the greater the range of the radio.
Coastguard and Coast Radio Stations
have a far greater range of reception and
transmission than most shipping, as they
are able to mount their antennae much
higher.

High Gain Aerials

High Gain antenna, (which are generally
about 2 meters long), are intended for
motor vessels that remain, more or less,
upright. They radiate their signal in a tight
band at right angles to the antenna, which
gives a longer range provided the antenna
remains upright. However, rough seas
can cause the antenna to sway back and
forward over a wide arc which can cause
the radio signal to fluctuate in strength, an
effect known as ‘flutter’

The aim of the antenna is to radiate all of
the full 25 Watts of power available from
the set. There are two basic types fitted to
VHF radios, High Gain and Unity Gain.

Unity Gain Aerials

Sailing vessels, which can spend a great
deal of time heeled over, should fit a
Unity Gain antenna, (which are generally
about one and a half meters long). These
radiate the signal in a broad vertical arc to
compensate for the angle of the antenna,
resulting in a slightly weaker signal. As
most sailing vessels mount the antenna on
the masthead this more than compensates
for the slight reduction in signal strength,
but if the sailing vessel is dismasted it will
loose all radio communications unless it
carries, and is able to fit, an emergency
antenna.

Unity Gain
Aerial
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Antennae
High Gain antenna should always be
mounted as vertically as possible, angling
an antenna backwards can reduce its
performance by as much as 40%.
Apart from the position and type of aerial

fitted, radio signals can be affected by the
weather. Both high pressure conditions
and high humidity can increase the normal
range of transmissions.

MF DSC
Antenna

COAC’s

SIMS VHF

SIMS VHF DSC

VHF emergency
changeover box
Cox, USP
VHF

DSC Receiving Antenna
or Emergency
VHF Antenna

Typical Antenna Arrangement on an ALB
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Radio Procedure
The recognised International language of
radiotelephony is English, but accents can
easily make words difficult to distinguish,
and radio interference can make the clearest
voice difficult to understand. Standard
procedure and familiar words and phrases
provide a common pattern, understood
by radio operators of most nationalities.
Departures from the standard procedure
often create confusion reducing the reliability
and speed of communication.

Procedural Words

Procedural words, (or ‘Prowords’), are short
words or phrases designed for brevity and to
avoid confusion. They are used extensively
by all professional radio operators and you
will need to become completely familiar with
their use. A full list of Procedural Words and
their meanings can be found in Appendix 4 at
the back of this guide.

The Phonetic Alphabet and Phonetic
Numbers

There are many situations where difficult
words, call signs and numbers will need
to be spelt out to ensure accuracy.
Consequently you will also need to be
totally familiar with the International
Phonetic Alphabet and Phonetic Number
system used by all radio operators. A table
containing the Phonetic Alphabet and the
Phonetic Numbers can be found in Appendix
3 at the back of this publication.

Example 1
The Shore authority asks a vessel for
its International Call sign. If the Call
sign were GQDA, then the vessel would
transmit;
“My Call sign is Golf Quebec Delta Alpha
If the word to be spelt is pronounceable, it
should be included both before and after the
spelling. The radio operator will precede this
spelling with the Proword, “I spell”.

Example 2
“Am now returning to YOUGHAL - I spell,
Yankee, Oscar, Uniform, Golf, Hotel,
Alpha, Lima - YOUGHAL”

Position

When giving your own position on a radio,
use either; Latitude and Longitude, (the
preferred method) or Range and Bearing
from a known geographical point.

Example 1
“This is Troon Lifeboat, we are in
position, five five degrees two one
decimal seven minutes North,
zero zero five degrees four five decimal
three minutes West. Commencing
search. Over”

Example 2
“This is Fowey Lifeboat. My position is
one five zero degrees, five miles from
Fowey day mark, over”.

Distances

Distances should be expressed in Nautical
Miles and Cables. The unit used should
always be given in the transmission.
1 nautical mile = 2000 yards,
1 cable 200 yards.

Speed

Speed should always be expressed in
knots, (nautical miles per hour).

Geographical names

Place names should be those shown on
the chart rather than local names. If they
are not understood, you will need to give
the latitude and longitude instead.

Time

Time should be given using the 24 hour
clock, indicating whether this is UTC or
local time.
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Radio Procedure

Bearings

When giving a bearing of another vessel
or point of reference, you can use either
True or Relative bearings. Either type of
bearing can be from your point of view or
the receiving operator’s point of view, so
the origin must be given.

True Bearings

A True Bearing is always given in relation
to True North.

Relative Bearing

Relative bearings are expressed as
degrees relative to the ship’s bow.

Example
“The buoy is zero three zero degrees on
your port bow, over”
or
“The buoy bears red three zero, over”

Example
“My Y class boat is bearing zero nine
zero from you, over”
or
“You are bearing one eight five degrees
from the signal tower, over”.

Reciprocal Bearing

When giving a bearing of your own or
another vessel in relation to a landmark,
it is necessary to give this as a reciprocal
bearing. In the diagram, the bearing of
the lighthouse from the yacht is 270º at
a distance of 6Nm. If the yacht issues a
distress call and gives this bearing and
distance as its position, the resultant
search would be directed to a position
12Nm away from its actual position. The
correct position should be given as a
reciprocal bearing, which is taken from the
lighthouse to the yacht.
The correct bearing in this case would
therefore be 090º at 6Nm.
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Radio Procedure
Voice technique

The necessity for clear speech on the
radio cannot be over-emphasised. If the
receiving operator cannot understand
your message it is useless. The following
guidelines may help.

Pitch

The voice should be pitched at a slightly
higher level than for normal conversation.
Any tendency to drop the pitch of the voice
at the end of a word or phrase should be
avoided.

Volume

Hold the microphone a few inches in front
of your mouth and speak directly into it at
normal conversation level.

Speech rate

Messages, which have to be written down,
should be sent slowly. The normal speech
rate is 200 words a minute and the average
writing speed is only 20 words a minute,
10% of what has been said.
Messages should be spoken in natural
phrases, not word by word. A pause should
be made at the end of each phrase to allow
sufficient time for it to be written down by
the receiving operator. By pausing and
releasing the microphone switch, another
vessel with a more important message will
have the opportunity to break in and send it.

Corrections

When an error is made in a transmission
the proword ‘CORRECTION’ will be
transmitted immediately after the word
that has been sent by mistake, the new
word sent and the transmission will then
continue’

Example
“Mumbles Lifeboat this is Swansea
Coastguard Reports of six
CORRECTION five flares sighted
Time 1630 Over”
Mumbles answers – “This is Mumbles
Lifeboat, roger, out”
If the error in transmission is discovered
after the word OVER or OUT is sent then a
new transmission should be sent to correct
the error. Use the time the message was
sent or a recognisable portion of the text as
reference.

Example
“Swansea Coastguard this is Mumbles
Lifeboat CORRECTION to my message
concerning position of casualty WORD
AFTER drifting, South East, over”
Swansea answers – “This is Swansea
Coastguard, received, out.”
If the message has gone horribly wrong
during transmission, the transmission
can be cancelled with the following words
‘disregard this transmission out.’
Re-compose then make a new
transmission.
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Radio Procedure
Priority of Radio Calls

All radio calls are subject to a priority
rating as shown below, (note that routine
radiotelephone calls have the lowest
priority).
•
•
•
•

Distress
Urgency
Safety
All other communications, (i.e. routine
radiotelephone calls)

Test Transmissions

Test calls may be made to check that
the equipment is operating correctly. The
duration of the call must not exceed 10
seconds and the station’s identity must be
included.

Interference avoidance

The first rule in transmitting is to listen to
the selected channel before transmitting.
This is to ensure that the Channel is not
already in use. If it is, you will have to wait
for a break in the traffic before transmitting.

Capture effect

Even with this precaution it is still possible
to cause unwitting interference and lost
messages because of the way a VHF
radio receiver works. All VHF radios make
use of a phenomenon known as ‘capture
effect’. Once tuned to a Channel they will
disregard weak signals and only lock onto
the strongest signal available, (the point in
which they lock-onto a signal is controlled

Example
Stornaway Coastguard, Stornaway
Coastguard,This is Tobermory Lifeboat,
Tobermory Lifeboat Radio Check, Over.
Typical responses would be: any
combination of the two columns.
Signal Strength and
Loud
and
Good
and
Weak
and
Very Weak
and
Fading
with

Message Clarity
Clear
Readable
unreadable
Distorted
Interference

by the squelch control). Unlike MF radios,
VHF radios only ever receive one
transmission at a time and so appear to be
‘interference free’.
If you are closer to the Coastguard/shore
station than another vessel you will block
out their transmission.
To help reduce this problem, routine
transmissions should always be made
at reduced power - minimum power for
reliable communications is the rule. High
power, (25 watts), should only be used for
Distress, Safety and Urgency messages or
when the SAR Units is on service.

Casualty A is already transmitting to Lifeboat B, but Lifeboat C is out of range of the
casualty’s signal and thinks the channel is clear. When C starts to transmit,
its stronger signal will drown out A’s transmission and B will lose contact.
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Distress
A Distress signal should only be used
‘when a mobile earth station or person is
threatened by grave and imminent danger
and requires immediate assistance’.
A Distress transmission must be
authorised, although not necessarily sent,
by the master, or person in charge, of
the vessel. Once the decision to transmit
a Distress Signal has been made, it
is vital that the transmission follows a
strict procedure. This procedure has
been adopted to ensure that the rescue
authorities receive all of the information
they need to provide assistance in as brief
a time as possible.
A Distress transmission has absolute
priority over any other radiotelephone
traffic and once made, radio silence is
automatically imposed. All other radio
traffic not related to the distress on
Channel 16 must immediately cease until
the emergency is over and the station in
charge of communications, (normally the
Coastguard), broadcasts a message
allowing normal radio traffic to resume.
The full Distress transmission is divided
into three parts, the DSC Alert, the
radiotelephone Distress Call and the
radiotelephone Distress Message.

The DSC Alert

Send either an ‘Undesignated’ Alert by
simply pressing and/or holding the distress
button(s), or ‘Designate’ the type of
Distress first. Immediately after the DSC
Alert has been sent send a voice Mayday
on Channel 16. The DSC Alert will normally
be acknowledged by the Coastguard within
fifteen seconds.

The Distress Call

A Distress Call always starts with the
Distress Signal, ‘Mayday’, spoken three
times, (the word ‘Mayday’ comes from
the French word ‘m’aidez’ – meaning
‘assist me!’).
The vessel’s identity is then also spoken
three times. This is given as the vessel’s
name, its radio call sign and MMSI number
of the alert which precedes the voice
transmission. It is also a good idea to
give the SAR authorities some idea of the
type of vessel, (sailing ship, motor vessel,
fishing boat, etc.).

Example of a distess ‘call’:
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday,
This is the FV Princess, Princess,
Princess” GQDA MMSI 232001234
All messages concerning a Distress
start with the word ‘Mayday’.

A radiotelephone Distress transmission
always contains the Distress Signal,
‘Mayday’ which is the highest priority radio
signal. It is a broadcast transmission, made
to anyone listening and will automatically
initiate a chain of events involving the
Coastguard and the SAR authorities.
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Distress
The Distress Message

Immediately after the Distress Call, (and
without waiting for a reply), comes the
Distress Message. This must also follow
a strict procedure to include as much
information as possible.
• The word, ‘Mayday’ is repeated.
• The vessel’s identity is repeat once
(including MMSI and International
call sign).
• The vessel’s position. This is absolutely
vital for the SAR authorities to be able
to find the distressed vessel as soon
as possible. It can be given in either
Latitude and Longitude or as the bearing
and distance from a known geographic
point.

For example
The Distress Call and message
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday,
This is the FV Princess, Princess,
Princess GQDA MMSI 232001234”
“Mayday This is the FV Princess GQDA,
MMSI 232001234
Position one eight zero degress from
Point of Sleat, one mile
Struck rock and sinking
Require Immediate Assistance
Four persons aboard
Blue Hulled fishing vessel drifting South
at one knot
Over”

• The nature of the distress, such as
‘Vessel on fire, sinking, etc.’.
• Require Immediate Assistance
• The number of people on board, 		
including the radio operator!
• Any other Information. This should
include any information that might help
the SAR authorities locate the vessel
and assist in the Distress. Include
information such as the vessel’s colour,
type of craft, the activation of an EPIRB,
flares etc.. It is also helpful to give
the rate and direction of drift if this is
applicable.
The pro-word, ‘Over’ should always be
given, even if you are about to abandon
ship and leave your radio behind!
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Distress
You can expect an immediate reply, if nothing happens, check the equipment and try again.
In an emergency situation, if Channel 16 is not available for some reason, any frequency
may be used, (Channels 13, 67, 06 and 08 offer the best chance that someone will hear.
Look for activity on one of these channels).

Actions in a Distress
DSC Distress Alert
CHANNEL 70

R/T Distress Transmission
CHANNEL 16

M Mayday, Mayday, Mayday
Press Distress and Send
simultaneously to send an
‘Undesignated ‘ DSC Distress
Alert on Channel 70

I This is Identity, Identity,
Identity International C/S and
MMSI number

or if time permits:

R (Repeat) Mayday, this is
identity International C/S and
MMSI number

Press Distress on its own and use
the arrow keys to select the type
of distress. Then press
Distress and Send
simultaneously to send a
‘Designated’ DSC Distress Alert.
False Distress Alert
If a DSC Distress Alert has been
transmitted in error then it must be
cancelled. Follow this procedure:
1.

Allow it to finish

2.

Stop it from repeating

3.

Transmit an All Stations call on
Ch 16 cancelling the Distress
alert. Ensure the ships identity
and MMSI number are given

P My Position is....
(Latitude and Longitude or
Range and Bearing from a
mark)
D (Nature of the) Distress
(on fire, sinking etc..)
A Type of Assistance required
(immediate, etc..)
N Number of people on board
I Any other Information
(description of vessel, firing
flares, activating EPIRB
etc..)
O Over
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Acknowledgement
International regulations state that, ‘the obligation to accept distress calls and messages
is absolute, in the case of every station, without distinction. Such messages must be
accepted with priority over all other messages, they must be answered and the necessary
steps must be immediately taken to give effect to them’.

Receiving a Distress Message

The first rule in receiving a Distress
Message is to always write it down. In
Sea Area A1 a Distress will normally be
answered by the Coastguard who will then
take the appropriate action. However if
there is no response to the Distress then
it is possible that no one else has heard
it, in which case you may need to send a
DSC Distress Relay (in Sea Area A1 a DSC
distress relay is sent only as a last resort
and can only be sent by Class A DSC
onboard ALB’s) or an R/T Mayday-Relay, in
which case a reliable written record of the
details is essential.
There are a number of things to take into
account when deciding whether to respond
to a Mayday.
• If you are in an area with reliable 		
communication with the Coastguard
then wait for a short time for them to
acknowledge. If you believe you are out
of range of the Coastguard then you
may need to respond yourself.
• The potential reception area of VHF
means that the distress could be with
in a thirty mile radius of your vessel. The
position given in the distress message,
the name and number of persons 		
aboard will help in determining the
position and size of the distressed
vessel.
Are you in a position to give constructive
assistance? Clearly a single small
vessel can not render much assistance
to a large passenger vessel fifty miles
away, although a group of small vessels
could.

• Are you closer to the vessel in distress
than the SAR authorities? If you are a
long way from the coast you may be
able to reach the casualties faster than a
shore-based SAR team.
• If you are not in the immediate vicinity
then listen for other stations nearer the
casualty to acknowledge. If there is no
acknowledgement then you may be the
only person to have received 		
the Mayday and you will need to go to
their assistance, send a DSC Distress
Relay (ALBs) preferable to a Coastguard
(ideally not in Sea Area A1 unless
otherwise ordered by the Coastguard) or
to broadcast a Mayday Relay, or all
three.

Example acknowledgement
Set watch Channel 16, log any
message sent
Pause for Coast guard
acknowledgement
Acknowledge by voice to the vessel if
you able to assist.
“Mayday, FV Princess, FV Princess,
FV Princess,
This is Mallaig Lifeboat, Mallaig
Lifeboat, Mallaig Lifeboat,
Received Mayday, Over”.
If Coast guard has not acknowledged
the distress vessel, follow up your
acknowledgment with a Mayday Relay
by voice.
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Acknowledgement
A vessel that learns of a distress must
transmit a Mayday-Relay by radiotelephone
or DSC to a Coastguard (in Sea
Area A1 a DSC distress relay is sent as a
last resort and can only be sent from ALB’s
with class A DSC’s):
• When the vessel in distress can not
transmit a distress message itself.
•

When it is able to assist but considers
that further help may be needed.

• When not in a position to assist, they
have heard a distress message that has
not been acknowledged.
If you transmit a Mayday Relay for another
vessel, you must make it absolutely
clear that you are not in distress yourself;
otherwise any Direction Finding bearings
taken from your transmission could send
the SAR assistance to the wrong location.
A Mayday Relay message is always
preceded by the prowords ‘Mayday Relay’
repeated three times, all stations times 3 or
the appropriate coastguad or coastal radio
station times 3. This is then followed by the
Prowords, ‘This is’ and then the identity of
the vessel, also repeated three times with
your international call signs and MMSI if
proceeded by a DSC message.
The original Distress Message is then
repeated exactly, with no additions or
alterations. This is why it is so important
to write down a Distress Message the
moment you hear it.

Example
Portree Lifeboat has heard a distress
message from FV Princess and is not
in a position to offer assistance itself
and has heard no other
acknowledgement of the message.
Portree Lifeboat makes the decision to
relay the message by radiotelephone
and so sends the following on
Channel 16;
“Mayday-Relay, Mayday-Relay,
Mayday-Relay
“Stornoway Coastguard, Stornoway
Coastguard, Stornoway Coastguard”
This is Portree Lifeboat, Portree
Lifeboat, Portree Lifeboat
Mayday
Fishing Vessel ‘Princess’ GQDA MMSI
232001234
One eight zero degress from Point of
Sleat, One mile
Struck rock and sinking.
Require immediate assistance
Four persons on board
Blue hulled fishing vessel, drifting
South at one knots
Over”
You should not transmit a Mayday
Relay on receipt of a DSC Distress Alert
unless you are certain that the Coastguard have not acknowledged the Alert
and that it is likely that you are the only
person to have received the Alert.
If a DSC Distress Relay is required from
a Class D DSC, such as those fitted to
ILBs a DSC Urgency will need to be
transmitted to alert the Coastguard prior
to the voice Mayday Relay
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Control and Communications
Imposing Radio Silence

Radio silence is automatically imposed by
the Distress Signal, ‘Mayday’, but should
other stations continue to transmit, the
station controlling communications will
broadcast a Seelonce Mayday message.

Example
“Mayday, MV Nonsuch, MV Nonsuch,
MV Nonsuch, this is Falmouth
Coastguard, Falmouth Coastguard,
Falmouth Coastguard, Seelonce
Mayday, Out.”
The expression ‘Seelonce Mayday’
is reserved for the use of the station
controlling the distress traffic, usually
the Coastguard.

Cancelling Radio Silence

When the distress is over, the Coastguard
will inform everyone that normal radio
operations may now take place. To do this
they will transmit a similar message to the
above, but use the proword, ‘Seelonce
Feenee’.

Example
“Mayday,
All stations, all stations, all stations.
This is Stornaway Coastguard,
Stornaway Coastguard, Stornaway
Coastguard.
Time, one three zero zero, UTC.
FV ‘Princess’ – ‘Golf Quebec Delta
Alpha’, Seelonce Feenee
Out”
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Urgency
Urgency Call
An Urgency signal should only be
used when transmitting a
‘very urgent message
concerning the safety of a ship,
aircraft, vehicle or person’.
An Urgency Call has the second highest
priority of any radio transmission.
The Urgency Call and Message on
Channel 16 should always be preceded by
a DSC Urgency Alert on vessels suitably
equipped.
An Urgency Call always starts with the
prowords, ‘PAN-PAN’ repeated three times,
this is then followed by either All stations
or the Coastguard repeated three times’,
followed by the station’s identity repeated
three times, followed by the message.
(The word ‘PAN’ is also derived from the
French, in this case ‘en-panne’ meaning ‘in
difficulty’). It can either be directed to a
specific station or broadcast as an ‘All
Ships’ Urgency Call.

Medical Emergency

In the event of a medical emergency,
call the Coastguard direct on Ch16
using standard Urgency procedure. The
Coastguard will then, if necessary, connect
you to a doctor in either Aberdeen General
Hospital or Queen Alexandra Hospital
in Portsmouth. In the ROI you will be
connected to the Cork University Hospital.
In the UK two channels can be used for
Medical working, they are Ch 23 or Ch 86,
both are duplex.’

Example
“Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan
Cork Coast G uard Radio, Cork Coast
Guard
Radio, Cork Coast Guard Radio
This is Yacht Splinter, Yacht Splinter,
Yacht Splinter
I am 5 miles south of Kinsale head and
I require urgent medical assistance,
Over”.

Example
“Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan
“All stations, all stations, all stations,
This is
MV ‘Alpha’, Alpha, Alpha,
Call sign MVDP MMSI 232123456.
Two zero zero from Rame Head, one
five miles.
I have a fishing net around my
propellers and am drifting South at two
knots.
I require an urgent tow.
Over”.
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Safety
Safety Signal
A Safety signal should only be made
when ‘transmitting a message
concerning navigational safety or
when giving an important
meteorological warning’.
The safety signal, ‘Sécurité’ sent three
times before a message indicates that a
station is about to transmit a message
concerning ‘navigational safety or when
giving an important meteorological
warning’. The majority of Safety messages
will be made by the Coastguard but any
station may broadcast a Safety warning if
the situation warrants. As normal, a DSC
Alert should be sent before making a
Safety Call.
The Safety Call and message will normally
be broadcast on Channel 16 after a DSC
safety alert on channel 70.

Example
“Sécurité, Sécurité, Sécurité.
All stations, all stations, all stations
This is
Troon Lifeboat, Troon Lifeboat, Troon
Lifeboat,
MADM5, MMSI 235010881
A Navigation warning exists for 1m
East of the entrance to Troon harbour.
Troon Lifeboat is towing a vessel and
is restricted in ability to manoeuvre.
A wide berth is requested.
Out.”

Ship to Ship Calling

Ship to Ship communications are probably
the most commonly used facility provided
by VHF radios. The normal procedure
for contacting another vessel at sea was
to first call them on Channel 16. Once
contact has been made, both stations will
then agree to move to a working channel,
leaving Channel 16 clear for other users.
However, if you have made a previous
arrangement with another station, you may
call them directly on the working channel.
Vessels equipped with DSC can call each
other directly using the Routine DSC Alert
procedure. The operator will need to know
the other stations MMSI number. This can
be found by cross-referencing the vessels
name in the ITU’s ‘List of Call signs and
Numerical Identities or from MMSI number
in the stored address book.
Because it is the channel used for
Distress, Safety and Urgency messages
as well as the general point of contact,
the exchange of calls on Channel 16
must not exceed one minute unless
they are for Distress reasons.

The Coastguard normally broadcasts safety
messages to ‘All Stations’ immediately
upon receipt. These are then repeated at
specific times throughout the day. These
times differ between the Coastguard Radio
Stations but full details are given in the
yachting Almanacs.
When messages are transmitted at
promulgated times they will be
transmitted on a working channel and will
not normally be preceded by a DSC alert.
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Ship to Ship Calling
Intership channels

The primary working channel for ship
to ship communication is Channel 6. In
fact the Radio Regulations require all
Maritime-Band VHF radios to be capable of
transmitting and receiving on both Channel
16 and Channel 6. However, there are
several other channels that can be used.
• Channels 8, 72 and 77 are the preferred
choice as they are assigned solely for
ship to ship traffic.
• Channels 9 and 69 can also be used but
as these are shared channels they may
be locally used for another purpose.
The vessel called always controls ship
to ship communications. This is simply
because when you call another ship
you can not be sure that it is convenient
for the other radio operator to talk, they
may be busy doing something else or in
communication with another vessel outside
of your reception area.
When calling a vessel on Channel 16, the
normal procedure is to listen to ensure the
channel is free then repeat the name of the
vessel you wish to call, (or its call sign),
twice, followed by the name of your own
vessel, (or its call sign), twice.

Example
“Queensferry Lifeboat, Queensferry
Lifeboat,
This is Kinghorn Lifeboat, Kinghorn
Lifeboat
Request working Channel 6
Over”
They will then respond and nominate a
working channel, as in;
“Kinghorn Lifeboat, this is
Queensferry Lifeboat,
Channel 6
Out”

Both stations will then switch to Channel 6,
where it is up to the vessel called to
re-open communications.

Example
“Kinghorn Lifeboat, this is Queensferry
Lifeboat,
Go ahead
Over”
The initial call on Channel 16 must last
no longer than 60 seconds. Once the two
vessels are communicating on a working
channel there is less need for brevity,
however messages should be confined to
ship’s business and not used for general
chit chat.
If the Coastguard finds it necessary to
interrupt for any reason, you will have to
comply with any instructions they give.

Unanswered calls

If a vessel does not respond when hailed
on Channel 16, check the controls on
the set are correctly adjusted , wait two
minutes before trying again, you may be
getting a reply but are unable to hear it.

‘Bridge to Bridge’ Safety of
Navigation Channel

A variation of Ship to Ship communications
is Channel 13, which is known as the
‘Bridge to Bridge’ Safety of Navigation
Channel and is used by GMDSS
compulsory-fitted vessels to pass
information regarding ship movements
and as an anti-collision procedure. Large
vessels, over 300 GRT, should maintain a
listening watch on Channel 13.

Channel 67, The Small Craft Safety
Channel (UK)

Channel 67 is known as the Small Craft
Safety Channel and is used in the UK by
small craft and the Coastguard to exchange
safety messages. It may also be used
between ships, aircraft and shore stations
in Search and Rescue, (SAR) and
anti-pollution operations.
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Ship to Ship Calling
Port Operations Channels

Many busy commercial ports have a Port
Operations service that controls shipping
in much the same way that Air Traffic
Control governs the movement of aircraft.
Port Operations will commonly use either
Channels 12 or 14, but several other
channels are available to them and these
may be used on a shared basis.
The channels used have to be allocated
to each port in such a way as to avoid
interfering with each other’s transmissions.
A detailed list of all the channels used
by UK Port Operations can be found in
Nautical Almanacs and the ‘Admiralty List
of Radio Signals - Volume 6’.

boat and the shore during regattas. It
should not be used as a ship to ship
channel. Note that as most marinas and
yacht clubs are not licenced to transmit on
Channel 16, they must be called directly on
a private channel.
Channel 80 Duplex
Channel 80 has an identical function but
is designed for foreign vessels that do not
have access to Channels M and M2.

Once you have established the correct
channel, Port Operations can be called
directly, so do not use Channel 16 to make
the initial contact. Communications on Port
Operations channels are restricted to those
relating to operational handling, the
movement and safety of ships, and in an
emergency, the safety of persons.

Private Channels

Private channels are channels that are
not included in the Maritime Mobile Band,
although some may be available on VHF
radios designed for marine use.
Channel 0
Channel 0 is used by Search and Rescue
organisations to control units
during a Distress or exercise. It is not
available to vessels outside of the SAR
organisations in the UK. All RNLI vessels
are equipped with Channel 0.
Channel 31
Channel 31 is used by the RNLI SAR Units
and boathouses during launch and
recovery operations and whilst training.
M and M2
Channels M, (37), and M2 are used
by marinas and yacht clubs in the UK
to control club safety boats and for
communications between the committee
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The Rules and Codes of Conduct
In order to maintain efficient use of the
radio channels, several simple rules
must be obeyed. Many of these are legal
operating requirements that are conditional
to the issuing of the Ship’s and Operator’s
Licences.

The Basic Rules

All transmissions must be:
• authorised by the person in charge
of the vessel.
• made under the supervision of a 		
qualified operator.
• identified with the ships name or call
sign.

Strictly forbidden
It is an offence to:

• Transmit or circulate false or deceptive
Distress, Safety or Identification signals.
• Use Christian or nicknames or other
unauthorised identification in
lieu of the ship’s name or call sign.
• Close down the radio before finishing all
operations with other users.
• Make unnecessary transmissions or
transmit superfluous signals.
• Transmit foul, profane, indecent or
obscene language.
• Use frequencies or channels other than
those covered by the licence.
• Broadcast messages, music or 		
programmes, (broadcasting a Distress
message or an All Ships safety message
is an exception to this rule).
• Transmit messages intended for 		
reception ashore. The exceptions
to this include transmissions to Coast
Radio Stations, the Coastguard and
some private channels.
Ignoring these rules will result in a
large fine of £5000 i.a.w. the wireless
and telegraph act.

Using Radio in harbours and
Estuaries

To avoid overloading the available
frequencies around a busy harbour, strict
rules apply to the use of a VHF radio when
in port. In UK harbours and estuaries a
radiotelephone may only be used to contact
Port Operations.
• on certain private channels, such as
Channels M and M2.
• to contact the nearest Coastguard
Station.
• for radio determination and for the
reception of messages sent from
authorised broadcasting stations for
general reception.
• Intership traffic in harbour is only 		
permitted in an emergency, (on
board communications are restricted to
Channel 15 and 17).

The Radio Log

Radio regulations require every ship fitted
with a radio to carry and keep an up to date
radio log. This log should provide a record
of all messages sent and received with
details of:
•
•
•
•

the time
the sender
the recipient
the channel used and a brief record of
the content of the message.

As it is not practical to maintain such a log
when in an ILB, it is a good idea for the
ILB’s boathouse to maintain a radio log.

Documents that should be carried

All vessels fitted with a VHF radio should
carry the following documents:
• The Ship’s Radio Licence
• The Operator’s Certificate of 		
Competence
• A list of Coast Radio Stations
• The Radio Log
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The Rules and Codes of Conduct
Secrecy of Correspondence

Radio operators who become acquainted
with the contents of radio telegrams and
radiotelephone calls are bound to preserve
the secrecy of correspondence. The
interception of radio communications other
than that which the station is authorised to
receive is forbidden.
When applying for an exam to obtain a
Certificate of Competence all applicants
have to sign a legal statement agreeing to
the following:
‘The interception of radio-communication
correspondence, other than that which
the station is authorised to receive, is
forbidden and in the case where such
correspondence is involuntarily received, it
shall not be reproduced, nor communicated
to third parties, nor used for any purpose,
and even its existence shall not be
disclosed’.
This is a legal requirement under the terms
of the Wireless and Telegraphy Act of 1949
and the International Telecommunications
Union Radio Regulations. It is also covered
by the RNLI rules and the CEO of the RNLI
has issued a separate statement regarding
the secrecy of correspondence with regard
to crews, (a copy of which should be
displayed alongside the SAR Units radio,
where practicable).
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RNLI Radio Procedure
RNLI Radio Procedure

Apart from the ‘normal’, commercial radio
procedures and practices described so far,
crew members also have to have a thorough
working knowledge of the specialised radio
requirements and procedures used by the
RNLI and the other SAR organisations i.a.w.
RNLI SOP 7-3-2.

Lifeboat Authority
This is the Lifeboat Operations Manager
(LOM), or Deputy Launching Authority
(DLA), who has agreed to the request for a
launch.

Organisations and contacts ashore

In order to avoid confusion and to maintain
communications in a variety of situations,
crew members will need to be familiar with
the names and roles of the various SAR
organisations ashore. These include the:
Coastguard launching station
This is the Coastguard Station that has
requested the SAR Unit to launch.
Primary shore station
This is the main point of contact for the SAR
Unit. It is usually the nearest Coastguard
Station and so during service it will also
normally be the Launching Station, (although
in exceptional circumstances a launch could
be requested from a different station). Since
it is normally in overall control of all the SAR
units it is also known as the Controlling
Station.
Secondary Station
This is a nearby radio station which the
SAR Unit can call if it has lost contact
with the Primary Shore Station. Normally
it will be a nearby Coastguard Station, (or
Irish Coast Guard Radio Station). In some
circumstances it could be another vessel
with better communication facilities than the
SAR Unit, such as a nearby warship.
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre
In the UK, the Coastguard service (CG) is
divided into Maritime Rescue Co-ordination
Centres (MRCC). Republic of Ireland has
3 areas, Malin, Valentia and Dublin Coast
Guard Radio each controlling 6 stations.
MRCC are ultimately responsible for all
aspects of SAR, the operating units and
communications between these units.
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RNLI Radio Procedure
Standard Procedure on Service
Once a launch has been requested, the
Lifeboat Authority, (this will be the LOM or
DLA), should telephone the Coastguard to
inform them that the SAR Unit is about to
launch and to pass the crew list.

hand, giving them an estimate of the time
communications are likely to be disrupted.
The SAR Unit must always inform the
Primary Shore Station when it is off service,
they will then inform all other interested
parties.

As soon as possible after launch the SAR
Unit should test the radio equipment by
establishing communications with the
Primary Shore Station on Channel 16.
The SAR Unit should then continue to
constantly monitor Channel 16 or any other
channel designated by the Primary Shore
Station.

Modified procedure on service
The SAR Unit can use a modified
procedure when on service provided that:

Example
“Humber Coastguard, Humber
Coastguard, this is Cromer Lifeboat,
Cromer Lifeboat
Launched on service
Over”.
Should the Primary Shore Station request
the SAR Unit to move to another Channel,
(such as Channel 0) and invoke modified
procedure, they will relay any relevant
messages transmitted by a third party on
Channel 16.
In the event of the SAR Unit moving out
of range of the Primary Shore Station,
a Secondary Station should be used.
They will then relay all messages back
to the Primary Shore Station. Normal
communications should be restored with
the Primary Shore Station as soon as
possible and all concerned should be
informed.

• The service has not been initiated by a
Distress message
• The SAR Unit is in range of the Primary
Shore Station and it has been notified
• Communications must be established
with the Primary Station on Channel 16
before moving to a working channel
• It is unlikely that further aid from another
source will be needed
In the event that the service develops
in such a way that further assistance is
needed, then all concerned should revert to
Channel 16 and the Primary Shore Station
will then co-ordinate.
ALBs carrying out a Modified Procedure
using VHF should maintain a listening
watch on 2182 kHz MF.

A secondary station for an ALB can be
another MF station in range, for an ILB a
secondary station can be any station in
range.
If the SAR Unit is likely to be unable
to respond to a radio call or will be in
a position where communications are
known to be difficult, then the Primary
Shore Station should be informed before
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RNLI Radio Procedure
Standard Procedure when not on
Service
If the SAR Unit is being used for training,
trials or when on passage, the Coastguard,
(or Irish Coast Guard Radio Station),
should be informed of the estimated
duration of the activity, the route, ETA and
availability for service.

Example
“Solent Coastguard, Solent Coastguard,
This is Lifeboat 1428, Lifeboat 1428,
We are on exercise in the Poole Bay
area,
Outward at 1430 hrs, returning 1630 hrs,
We have 8 POB and are SAR capable
Over”

Communication exercises should be
carried out during training but
transmissions on Channel 16 should
be limited to establishing contact.
Procedure exercises should be carried
out on Channels 0, 67, or 31 or a channel
nominated by the Coastguard.

Reporting the condition of casualties
When reporting the condition of casualties,
use the following terms:
• P1 – Immediate - Big Sick
• P2 – Urgent - Little Sick, Non 		
		 ambulatory
• P3 – Walking wounded - Little sick
		 mobile
		
		
		
		

Obviously dead - 90 minutes of
known immersion
Decomposed body
Obvious life ending trauma

If at all possible avoid using names on
the radio, and especially the word ‘dead’
people other than the Coastguard are
listening and may not understand the
context of your transmission.

SAR Unit must inform the Coastguard of
any occasion in which they will be out of
radio range of the Primary Station stating
their intentions and the duration of the
radio silence.
SAR Unit must always report to the Primary
Station when returning to station.

Example
“Belfast Coastguard this is Troon Lifeboat
Returned to station we will call you land
line, When ready for service
Over”
Or
“Belfast Coastguard this is Largs ILB
We are about to be recovered and will
call you land line When ready for service
Over”
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Situation Report (SITREP)
SAR Unit to report its current position and
intended movement. An Ops normal report
is rendered incomplete if the intended
movement is not included. The Coastguard
need to know where the SAR Unit will be
operating so if further Ops normal reports
are not made the Coastguard will know
where to look for the SAR Unit.
ILB’s report in every 15 minutes. ALB’s
report in every 30 minutes.

Example
Belfast Coastguard, Belfast Coastguard
This is Newcastle Lifeboat, Newcastle
Lifeboat,
Ops Normal, position south end of
Ardglass bank
We are exercing in this vicinity
Over

Call the casualty on the working channel
nominated by the Coastguard or On Scene
Coordinator (OSC) and request them to
transmit so the Lifeboat can detect the
transmission and DF it.

Example
Yacht Jeriatic
This is Exmouth Lifeboat
For Direction purposes we require you to
transmit on this channel.
Depress your press to talk switch for two
periods of 10 seconds.
And say your call sign - repeat this four
times
Over.
The reply to the yacht should be:
Exmouth Lifeboat this is Jeriactic

Direction finding
All ALBs and newer ILBs have a direction
finder (DF) capability; it is one of the main
methods for tracking down a casualty that
can transmit on a VHF radio. The DF fitted
to Lifeboats has the ability to intercept most
of the VHF channels used on maritime
band and 121.5 MHZ used by EPIRBs and
personal locator beacons (PLBS).
When time is short the Lifeboat can
follow the bearing that the intercepted
transmission is made on. The length of this
course is not determinable so the bearing
and the Lifeboats position must be sent
to the Coastguard so they can, with the
help of other assets intercept and workout
a position of the casualty. This is then
transmitted to the Lifeboat as a Latitude
and Longitude, so a waypoint can be
plotted.

....(Open mic)...)Open mic). Yacht Jeriatic
....(Open mic)...)Open mic). Yacht Jeriatic
....(Open mic)...)Open mic). Yacht Jeriatic
....(Open mic)...)Open mic). Yacht Jeriatic
Over
The Lifeboat will have time to DF the
casualty. All aspects of the RNLI and
commercial procedure will be exercised
during the SARROC course. This will
include practical SAR scenarios.

If time permits then when the Lifeboat has
intercepted the casualty for the first time
and the position and bearing plotted, the
Lifeboat can alter course by 90 degrees
and run parallel for about 5 minutes at high
speed and take another bearing this will
then, when plotted, give a cross fix of the
casualty.
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Search and Rescue (SAR) Aircraft

Sumburgh (HMCG)
Stornoway (HMCG)

Augusta Westland 139

Inverness

Lossiemouth (RAF)

Prestwick (RN)
Boulmer (RAF)

Islander Fixed Wing

Sligo
Leconfield (RAF)
Dublin

Valley (RAF)
Humberside

Waterford

RAF Sea King

Caernarfon
Wattisham (RAF)

Shannon
St Athan
Chivenor (RAF)

Manston

Newquay
Culdrose (RN)

Lee on Solent (HMCG)
Portland
(HMCG)

There are may different SAR aircraft in
the UK and the Repubic of Ireland, there
are fixed wing and rotary wing versions for
each country. In 2009 the Coastguard in
the UK were operating Sikorsky S92 and
Augusta Westland 139. Two of the Augusta
Westland 139s are based at Lee on Solent,
1 Augusta Westland 139 at Portland, two
Sikorsky’s at Sumburgh in Shetland and 2
Sikorsky’s at Stornaway.
The UK Coastguard also operates a
Islander fixed wing aircraft for Surveillance
of the Dover straits. The Royal Navy are
operating Sea Kings from Culdrose in
Cornwall and Prestwick in Scotland. The
RAF are operating Sea Kings from Valley
in Anglesey, Chivinor in Devon, Wattisham
in Suffolk, Boulmer in Northumberland,

Sikorsky S92

Lossiemouth in Moray and Leconfield in
Yorkshire.
In the ROI the helicopters are Sikorsky
S61N and will eventually be replaced by
Sirorsky S92 and Augusta Westland 139s.
Two S61Ns are stationed at Shannon,
two at Waterford, one at Dubln and one at
Sligo.
Fixed wing aircraft can range from small
islanders or single engined Cessana’s.
Nearly all SAR aircraft have a capacity of
direction finding VHF channel 16 and the
emergency frequency 121.5 MHz. The
newer Coastguard helicopters can also DF
the EPIRB frequency 406 MHz.
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Aerials
1. What type of aerial is fitted to Lifeboats?
a High Gain
b Unity Gain
c White ones
d Black ones

2. A 12 volt battery on full load should
display what voltage?
a No more than 12 Volts
b No less than 12.6 Volts
c No more than 11 Volts
d No less than 11.6 Volts

2. If you increase the height of a VHF
aerial, what happens?
a The transmitter gives out more power
b Overall range is increased
c You can only use low power
d Nothing it doe’s not matter what height
you use

3. A VHF radio will use what voltage
battery?
a 2 Volts
b 6 Volts
c12 Volts
d 24 Volts

3. How should High Gain aerials be 		
mounted for best performance?
a Raked back to 45 degrees
b Raked forward by 50 degrees
c As vertically as possible
d Horizontally
4. What type of weather increases the
range of VHF aerials?
a High humidity and low pressure
b Low humidity and high pressure
c Low humidity and low pressure
d High humidity and high pressure
5. What do you do to prevent an aerial
operating when cleaning it?
a Tie it down
b Remove it from the base
c Remove the transmitter fuses
d Get someone else to clean it and
stand by the radio
6. ILB’s have fixed emergency aerials’?
a True
b False
Batteries
1. When you have to mix acid and distilled
water, what order should you follow?
a Add the acid to water
b Add water to the acid
c Use 3/4 acid to 1/4 water
d Use 3/4 water to 1/4 acid

4. What can you do to prevent terminal
corrosion?
a Smear the terminals with grease
b Spray the terminal with WD40
c Smear the terminals with petroleum
jelly
d Keep the batteries in a sealed box
5. What precations should you take when
working with batteries?
a Enclosed compartment to prevent any
fire spreading
b Wear the proper PPE
c Only work outside
d You don’t need any precautions it’s
safe
6. You can leave a battery in a prolonged
discharged state without causing 		
damage?
a True
b False
7. You can smoke when working with
batteries?
a True
b False
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Distress
1. What does the procedure word 		
‘Seelonce Feenee’ indicate?
a End of distress working resume 		
normal operations
b Important messages may now be
passed
c Silence on this channel
d Controlling station relaxing silence
2. What does the procedure word ‘Mayday’
indicate before each transmission?
a Silence imposed
b Silence lifted
c Indicates a Mayday is in progress
d Distress has ended
3. When would a Mayday transmission be
made?
a When a message regarding the safety
		 of a vessel is required
b When you need to send a navigation
		warning
c When you need to send a weather
		warning
d When you are in grave an imminent
		 danger and require immediate 		
		assistance
4. When would a ‘Mayday Relay’ be sent?
a When you have heard a Mayday
		 that has been acknowledged by the
		Coastguard
b When you have heard a Mayday
		 that has not been acknowledged by
		 the Coastguard
c So the Coastguard will know its not
		 you that is in distress
d To aid another vessel when the 		
		 Lifeboat has been launched

6. A Mayday message does not need to be
answered?
a True
b False
7. What does the term ‘Seelonce Mayday’
mean?
a Silence during the Mayday is now
		lifted
b Restricted working may now take
		place
c Non controlling station imposing
		silence
d Controlling station imposing silence
8. Who would cancel the Mayday 		
situation?
a The Controlling station
b The non controlling station
c The Lifeboat
d The Coastguard mobile
9. A Mayday message must be sent in less
then 60 seconds?
a True
b False
10.What order does a distress transmission
take?
a DSC Distres, Mayday Call, Mayday
		message
b Mayday Call, DSC Distres, Mayday
		message
c Mayday Call, Mayday message, DSC
		Distres
d It is not important as long as you get it
		out

5. Who would use the term ‘Seelonce
Mayday’?
a A Controlling station
b Only Motor Vessels
c A non controlling station
d A controlling station who is not in
		control
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DSC
1. For the purpose of identity, a ships DSC
utilises the ?
a MMSI number
b The ships name
c International callsign
d Satellite number
2. You have accidentally sent a DSC
Distress Alert, your procedure would be
to?
a Send an All Ships DSC Alert on Ch 70
b Scuttle the ship and swim for it
c Turn off the DSC
d Stop the Alert repeating and cancel
		 with an All Ships call on Ch 16.
3. The function of DSC is to?
a Maintain a continuous watch on Ch 16
b Maintain a continuous watch on Ch 70
c Maintain a continuous watch on Ch 6
d Replace the radio operator
4. An Undesignated DSC Distress Alert will
transmit the?
a Ships name, position with time and
		 nature of distress
b MMSI number, position with time and
		 nature of distress
c MMSI number, position with time
d Name, MMSI number, International
callsign, position
5. DSC gives position by?
a Range and bearing
b Grid position
c Ordinance survey position
d Latitude and Longitude
6. A Designated Distress Alert will transmit
the?
a Ships name, position with time and
		 nature of distress
b MMSI number, position with time and
		 nature of distress
c MMSI number, position with time
d Name, MMSI number, International
		 callsign, position

7. A Routine VHF DSC ship to ship call can
be sent at anytime?
a True
b False
8. You wish to call another ship. This ship
does not have a DSC. You should?
a Ask the CG to call him for you on
		Ch16
b Call him on Ch 70 by voice
c Call him on Ch16 and suggest a
		 working channel
d You would be unable to communicate
		 until a DSC is fitted.
EPIRB
1. The COSPAS SARSAT system sends
it’s information to?
a Ground Earth stations
b Ships in the vicinity
c Local User Terminal’s
d The Internet
2. Which frequency is used for locating and
homing in on an EPIRB?
a 2187.5 KHz
b 406 MHz
c 9GHz
d 121.5 MHz
3. How often should an EPIRB be tested?
a Once a day
b Once a week
c Once a month
d Once a year
4. What do the initials E.P.I.R.B. stand for?
a Electronic Position Indicating Radio
		Beacon
b Emergency Position Indicating Radio
		Beacon
c Electronic Position Indicating Radar
		Beacon
d Emergency Position Indicating Radar
		Beacon
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5. What is the position accuracy of the
COSPAS SARSAT satellite system
using 406 MHz?
a 3 Metres
b 1 Mile
c 2 Miles
d12 Miles

2. When must the squelch control be
adjusted”?
a Just before transmitting
b Every time a channel is changed
c Whenever the volume is adjusted
d Set it when you turn on the radio and
		 leave it.

6. A distress received answer can be
displayed on the EPIRB’?
a True
b False

3. What power outputs does a portable
VHF handheld have”?
a 25 Watts and 5 Watts
b 25 Watts and 1 Watt
c 5 Watts and 1 Watt
d 5 Watts and 3 Watts

7. You accidentally set off the EPIRB, what
are your actions?
a Turn it off immediately so no one
		knows
b Wrap it in tin foil until the battery
		expires
c Weigh it down and throw overboard
d Leave it on, contact the CG for 		
		 permission to turn it off
8. A 406 MHz Cospas Sarsat EPIRB can
be used in”?
a Sea Areas A1, A2, and A3 only
b Within 250 miles of the shore
c All Sea Areas
d Between 70 degrees North and 70
		 degrees South
9. If you found an activated EPIRB 		
surrounded by wreckage, you would”?
a Immediately send a DSC Distress Alert
		 on Ch 70
b Recover the EPIRB, switch it off, and
		 keep a sharp look out
c Ignore it and let the Coastguard deal
		 with it
d Set watch on Ch 16, contact the
		 Coastguard and await instructions
EQUIPMENT
1. What does the Squelch control adjust”?
a Sensitivity of the transmitter
b Sensitivity of the receiver
c Power output
d Transmitter range

4. What power outputs does a fitted VHF
unit have”?
a 25 Watts and 5 Watts
b 25 Watts and 1 Watts
c 5 Watts and 1 Watt
d 5 Watts and 3 Watts
5. Which channel has priority when dual
watching?
a Channel 70
b The first channel typed in
c Channel 16
d Both channels share responsibility
6. Channel 16 is included in the scan
function automatically’?
a True
b False
7. How many channels does the 		
boathouse radio have to transmit on?
a5
b4
c3
d2
8. Which power setting should be used for
routine communications?
a 25 Watts
b 5 Watts
c 1 Watt
d The minimum to achieve good 		
		communications
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GMDSS
1. Vessels over a certain tonnage must
comply to GMDSS, who?
a 250 GRT”
b 300 GRT”
c 400 GRT”
d 500 GRT”
2. Which statement describes Sea Area
A1?
a Within range of a MF DSC fitted
		 Coastal Radio Station with continual
		alerting
b Within range of a VHF DSC fitted
		 Coastal Radio Station with continual
		alerting
c Within range of the INMARSAT 		
		 satellite system with continual alerting
d 20 to 30 miles off the coast”
3. Which statement describes Sea Area
A2?
a Within range of a MF DSC fitted
		 Coastal Radio Station with continual
		alerting
b Within range of a VHF DSC fitted
		 Coastal Radio Station with continual
		alerting
c Within range of the INMARSAT 		
		 satellite system with continual alerting
d 100 to 200 miles off the coast
4. What do the initials E.P.I.R.B. stand for”
a Electronic Position Indicating Radio
		Beacon
b Emergency Position Indicating Radio
		Beacon
c Electronic Position Indicating Radar
		Beacon
d Emergency Position Indicating Radar
		Beacon
5. What do the initials S.A.R.T. stand for?
a Search All Randy Toads
b Search And Rescue Transmitter
c Search And Rescue Radar 		
		Transponder
d Search And Rescue Radio 		
		Transponder

6. A DSC Distress will go to ‘All Stations’?
a True
b False
7. Most leisure craft are fitted with which
type of DSC equipment?
a Class A
b Class B
c Class C
d Class D
LICENCES
1. How long a a ships radio license valid
for?
a 2 years
b 1 year
c 10 years
d Lifetime
2. Which authority issues the ship radio
license in the UK?
a RYA
b MCA
c Post office
d OFCOM
3. If a radio license has the letter T in front
of the number, what does it mean?
a It’s a temporary license for those
		 attending the SRC course
b It’s a Ships portable license for the
		handheld
c It enables the EPIRB to be used in an
		emergency
d It’s for a yacht”
4. The VHF radio on a vessel must be type
approved?
a True
b False
5. Does the MMSI number stay with the
vessel for life?
a Yes
b No
6. Does your SRC license entitle you to
operate the MF radio set?
a Yes
b No
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MMSI Numbers
1. What is the MMSI number for a UK
registered vessel?
a 023212345
b 002321234
c 232123456
d 250123456
2. What is the MMSI number for a Irish
registered vessel?
a 023212345
b 002321234
c 232123456
d 250123456
3. What is the MMSI number for a UK
Coastguard?
a 023212345
b 002321234
c 232123456
d 250123456
4. What is the MMSI number for RNLI
vessels?
a 023200002
b 002321234
c 232123456
d 250123456
5. In which publication will you find 		
the name of a vessel from its MMSI
number?
a Admiralty List of Radio Signals Vol 1
b ITU List of ship station
c Admiralty List of Radio Signals Vol 5
d ITU List of Callsigns and Numerical
		Identities
6. An Individual DSC call does not require
a MMSI number?
a True
b False
Navtex
1. How many NAVTEX transmission
stations are there in the UK and ROI?
a3
b4
c5
d6

2. What frequency does the NAVTEX
service transmit on, in English?
a 500 kHz
b 518 kHz
c 581 kHz
d 510 kHz
3. What message categories CANNOT be
deselected on the NAVTEX ?
a Navigation, Distress and Gunfacts
b Navigation, Distress
c Distress, Urgency and Safety
d Navigation, Gale Warnings and Search
		 and Rescue
4. If you want to listen to the NAVTEX
service in you local language you would
tune to:
a 518 kHz
b 581 kHz
c 490 kHz
d 409 kHz
5. What sort of range is achieved by
NAVTEX?
a 200 - 300 miles - Sea Area A1
b 300 - 400 miles - Sea Area A1 & A2
c 400 - 500 miles - Sea Area A3
d unlimited
6. In the UK NAVTEX messages are
compiled by Falmouth Coastguard’?
a True
b False
Procedures
1. Why should you always use procedural
words (Prowords)?
a They are shorter
b To avoid confusion
c Less time on the radio
d Someone has already made them up
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2. When giving a bearing in relation to a
landmark what should you give?
a A bearing from your vessel to the
		landmark
b A relative bearing towards the 		
		landmark
c A reciprocal bearing with range from a
		 known point of land
d True bearing towards the landmark
3. You make a mistake, which is the 		
correct Proword to use?
a Correction
b Oops
c Sorry
d Er mistake
4. What is the highest priority radio 		
message
a Securite
b Masters Message
c Medical Message
d Weather reports
5. What must a test transmission include?
a Vessel identity
b Vessel type
c Radio license number
d The size of a vessel
6. Mayday is the highest priority radio
transmission?
a True
b False
7. Prior to transmitting, what must you do?
a Press the microphone button
b Listen to ensure the channel is clear
c Select the channel number and just
		transmit
d Have your radio license in your hand
8. What power should be used to achieve
good communications?
a 25 Watts
b Maximum available
c Minimum to achieve reliable 		
		communications
d 5 Watts

9. Which vessel controls communication?
a Calling vessel
b Called vessel
c Ether vessel
d It’s not important
10.How many times is a callsign used
when establishing communications for
the first time?
a 4 times
b 3 times
c Twice
d Once
11. Can you carryout routine ship to ship
communications on as Port Operations
channel?
a No
b Yes
c When you are in harbour only
d When your are at anchor only
12. Ch 13 is used for?
a Ship to ship routine calling
b Digital Selective Calling
c Small craft safety
d Bridge to bridge navigational safety
13. How long should your initial call last?
a 10 seconds
b No longer than 60 seconds
c 30 seconds
d No time limit
14. Ch 06 is primary working channel on
Maritime VHF?
a True
b False
15. What must you do prior to making a
transmission?
a Turn on the radio, adjust the squelch
b Listen to ensure the channel is free
c Press the ‘press to talk switch
dAll of the above answers
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RNLI
1. Inshore Lifeboats must send an ‘OP’s
Normal’ report every?
a 15 minutes”
b 20 minutes”
c 30 minutes”
d 45 minutes”
2. All Weather Lifeboats must send an
‘OP’s Normal’ report every?
a 15 minutes
b 20 minutes
c 30 minutes
d 45 minutes
3. A Lifeboat ‘Launched on service’ 		
message is?
a Brixham CG this is Salcombe Lifeboat
		 launched, over
b Brixham CG, Brixham CG this is
		 Salcombe Lifeboat Salcombe Lifeboat
		 launched on service, over”
c Brixham CG x 3 this is Salcombe
		 Lifeboat x 3 launched on service, over
d Brixham CG x 2 this is Salcombe
		 Lifeboat x 2 launched on service, crew
numbers are 1,2,3,4,5,6 over”
4. What is the casualty clearing code for a
critically injured person?
a Papa One”
b Papa Two”
c Papa Three”
d Papa Four”
5. On which VHF Channel would the
launch message be sent on’?
a Ch 0”
b Ch 70”
c Ch 67”;
d Ch 16”
6. An ‘On-Scene’ sitrep must be sent
to ensure the search pattern can be
confirmed?
a True
b False

7. When returning to station the 		
Coastguard must be informed?
a True
b False
8. If the Coastguard put’s you onto a
working Channel will they monitor Ch 16
for you?
a Yes
b No
9. Lifeboat launches are requested by the
Coastguard?
a True
b False
10.What must an OP’s normal message
contain?
a Position”
b Name of Lifeboat”
c Name of Lifeboat, Position and 		
		 intended movement”
d OP’s normal message are no longer
		used
Rules
1. Who may authorise the transmission of
messages from a vessel?
a Radio Officer”
b Navigation Officer”
c Master or person in charge”
d Officer on deck”
2. On which channel would you call 		
another vessel to chat whilst in harbour?
a Channel 16
b Channel 06
c Channel 13
d Non as its illegal
3. Radio regulation require a vessel to
carry:
a A self inflating Liferaft”
b An EPIRB if you are less then 10
		 metres in length”
c A Radio log”
d Spare pens and pencils”
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4. Transmitting messages ashore other
than to a Coast Radio Station is:
a Illegal
b Permissible
c Allowed with permission
d Only at weekends

5. At what height should the SART be
erected?
a 1 Foot
b 1 Fathom
c 1 Yard
d 1 Metre

5. Who must oversee every transmission
from a vessel?
a A qualified operator
b Anyone
c A trainee operator
d The local know all

6. A radar reflector can be used with your
SART:
a True
b False

6. Every transmission must include an
identity?
a True
b False
SART
1. What frequency will trigger a response
from a SART?
a 1.6 GHz
b Ch 70
c 518 KHz
d 9 GHz
2. What do the initials S.A.R.T. stand for?
a Search All Randy Toads
b Search and Rescue Radar 		
		Transponder
c Search and Rescue Radio 		
		Transponder
d Search and Recover Radar 		
		Transponder
3. What is a SART used for:
a To home in on survivors in a distress
		 using a 9 GHz radar
b So the Direction Finding equipment
		 will see the Liferaft
c Searching the horizon for aircraft”
d Long range detection of a EPIRB”
4. What will the SART signal look like on a
radar at 1 mile:
a 12 dots
b Concentric circles
c Arcs
d 1 blip

7. When abandoning ship what must you
do with your radar:?
a Leave it on
b Turn it off
c Stow it in the forward position
d Stow it in the astern direction
8. As you approach a SART the signal will
change from?
a A set of arcs followed by dots”
b A line of dots to arcs and then 		
		 concentric circles”
c Concentric circles then arcs then a line
		 of dots”
d 2 minus signs that grow into plus
		signs”
URGENCY
1. What is the meaning of the signal Pan
Pan?
a Grave and imminent danger and you
		 require immediate assistance
b Navigation or Meteorological warnings
c Navigation warning
d Urgent message regarding safety of
		 ship, aircraft, vehicle or person
2. Which statement describes a Securite
message?
a Grave and imminent danger and you
		 require immediate assistance
b Navigation or Meteorological warnings
c Navigation warning
d Urgent message regarding safety of
		 ship, aircraft, vehicle or person
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3. Which channel would be used by a
vessel to transmit a Pan Pan or Securite
message?
a Ch 06
b Ch 67
c Ch 16
d Ch 0
4. When sending a medical urgency 		
message, who should the recipient be?
a Coastguard
b Lifeboat station
c Coastwatch tower
d “Nearest VTS station
5. Who authorises Urgency messages on a
vessel?
a Anyone
b You as the radio operator
c Master or person in charge
d Coastguard
6. An Urgency message is the second
highest priority message on the VHF?
a True
b False

4. How many aerials are required to 		
operate a full duplex radio?
a One
b Two
c Three
d None
5. Who controls the allocation of VHF
channels?
a RNLI
b RYA
c MCA
d ITU
6. Two vessels at sea can communicate on
Duplex channels effectively?
a True
b False
7. How many channels would a standard
VHF radio have?
a 28
b 55
c 60
d 99

VHF
1. What type of radio is used on Lifeboats?
a Simplex
b Duplex
c Semi Duplex
d Dimplex
2. When listening to a Duplex radio 		
conversation can you hear both sides?
aYes
b No
c Only if you are in the middle
3. How many aerials are required to 		
operate a simplex radio?
a One
b Two
c Three
d None
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Answers
Aerials
1. a
2. b
3. c
4. d
5. c
6. b
Batteries
1. a
2. d
3. c
4. c
5. b
6. b
7. b
Distress
1. a
2. c
3. d
4. b
5. a
6. b
7. d
8. a
9. b
10. a
DSC
1. a
2. d
3. b
4. c
5. d
6. b
7. a
8. c
EPIRB
1. c
2. d
3. c
4. b
5. c
6. b
7. d
8. c
9. d

Equipment
1. b
2. b
3. c
4. b
5. c
6. a
7. c
8. d
GMDSS
1. b
2. b
3. a
4. b
5. c
6. a
7. d
Licences
1. c
2. d
3. b
4. a
5. a
6. b
MMSI Numbers
1. c
2. d
3. b
4. a
5. d
6. b
NAVTEX
1. c
2. b
3. d
4. c
5. b
6. a

Procedures
1. b
2. c
3. a
4. c
5. a
6. a
7. b
8. c
9. b
10. c
11. a
12. d
13. b
14. a
15. d

Urgency
1. d
2. b
3. c
4. a
5. c
6. a
VHF
1. c
2. b
3. a
4. b
5. d
6. b
7. b

RNLI
1. a
2. c
3. b
4. a
5. d
6. a
7. a
8. a
9. a
10. c
Rules
1. c
2. d
3. c
4. a
5. a
6. a
SARTS
1. d
2. b
3. a
4. b
5. d
6. b
7. b
8. b
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Appendix 1 - Glossary
AIS SARTS
A SART utilising the Automatic identifiying
system
ALRS. Admiralty List of Radio Signals.
AOR E.
Atlantic Ocean Region (East), coverage
area of INMARSAT satellite.
Bridge to Bridge Communications.
These are inter-ship VHF radiotelephone
communications for the purpose of
assisting the safe movement of ships.
CG.Coastguard.
Co-ordinator Surface Search.
A vessel, other than a rescue unit,
designated to co-ordinate surface search
and rescue operations within a specified
search area.
COACS
Call out and Communications System
Coast Radio Station.
A land station in the maritime mobile
service.
Continuous Watch.
Means that the radio watch concerned
shall not be interrupted other than for
brief intervals when the ship’s receiving
capability is impaired or blocked by its own
communications or when the facilities are
under periodic maintenance or checks.
COSPAS-SARSAT system.
A satellite-aided search and rescue system
based on low-altitude near-polar-orbiting
satellites and designed to locate distress
beacons transmitting on the frequencies
121.5 MHz and 406 MHz.
CRS.Coast Radio Station.
DF. Direction Finding.
Digital Selective Calling (DSC).
A technique using digital codes which

enables a radio station to establish contact
with, and transfer information to another
station or group of stations.
Direct-printing Telegraphy.
Automated telegraphy techniques which
comply with the relevant recommendations
of the International Consultative Committee
(CCIR).
Distress Alerting.
Rapid and successful reporting of a
distress incident to a unit which can
provide or co-ordinate assistance.
Distress Call.
A part of the distress communication
procedure, which includes a transmission
of the distress-priority request message
followed by the station’s identity.
FM. Frequency Modulation.
Fx. Frequency.
General Communications.
Those communications between ship
stations and shore based stations, which
concern the management and operation
of the ship, normally taken to mean public
correspondence to the exclusion of safety,
distress and urgency messages. These
communications maybe conducted on the
appropriate frequencies.
Geostationary-Satellite Orbit.
The orbit of a geo-synchronous satellite
whose circular and direct orbit lies in the
plane of the Earth’s equator.
GHz. Gigahertz.
GMDSS.
Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System; a global communications
service based upon automated systems,
both satellite based and terrestrial, to
provide distress alerting and promulgation
of maritime safety information for mariners.
GMT. Greenwich Mean Time.
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GPS. Global Positioning System.
GRT. Gross Registered Tonnage.
H24. Continuous.
Hz.Hertz.
INMARSAT.
The organisation established by the
Convention on the International Mobile
Satellite Organisation (INMARSAT).
ITU.
International Telecommunications Union.
kHz.Kilohertz.
Local user terminal (LUT).
A ground receiving station which receives
alert data from COSPAS and SARSAT
satellites, derives the position of the
beacon, retrieves and checks coded
information and forwards the resultant
information.
Locating Signals. Transmissions intended
to facilitate the finding of a mobile unit in
distress or the location of survivors using
DF or 9 GHz radar.
Maritime mobile-satellite service.
A mobile-satellite service in which Mobile
Earth Stations are located on board ships;
survival craft stations and emergency
position-indicating radio beacon stations
may also participate in this service.
Maritime Safety Information (MSI).
Navigational and meteorological warnings,
meteorological forecasts, Distress Alerts
and other urgent safety-related information
broadcast to ships.
MF. Medium Frequency (300-3000kHz).

Mission Control Centre (MCC).
A COSPAS SARSAT ground system
element which receives alert data from
its local user terminal(s) and distributes
information to affiliated SAR points of
contact or forwards it to other MCCs. The
MCC may also receive alert data from
another MCC and receive and distribute
COSPAS-SARSAT system information.
MMSI.
Maritime Mobile Service Identity code (as
in accordance with GMDSS DSC).
MRCC.
Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre.
NAVAREA
NAVigational AREA. Short title of an area
in the world-wide navigational warning
service.
NAVTEX.
Narrow-Band Direct-Printing telegraphy
system for transmission of navigational and
meteorological warnings and urgent
information to ships, (see also Maritime
Safety Information).
On-Scene Coordinator.
The commander of a rescue unit
designated to co-ordinate surface search
and rescue operations within a specified
search area.
When a SAR Unit arrives on-scene for a
search pattern the Coastguard will require
a situation report (SITREP), these need to
include the relevant weather conditions. It
is important that the format is consistent
and practiced as the information will
determine whether the pattern suggested
by the Coastguard is carried out or altered
due to the new information supplied by the
SAR Unit. The Sitrep card for ALB’s (TRG133), and the ILB (TRG-134) are carried
onboard the Lifeboat.

MHz. Megahertz.
MID. Maritime Identification Digits.
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Appendix 1 - Glossary
Op’s Normal
The Coastguard and our own SOPs require
that the SAR Unit reports regularly that it is
safe and still operating. The format agreed
to with the Coastguard will require the Allow
Allow a SAR unit to report its current
position and intended movement. An Ops
normal report is rendered incomplete if
the intended movement is not included.
The Coastguard need to know where the
SAR unit will be operating so if further
Ops normal reports are not made the
Coastguard will know where to look for the
SAR Unit.

USP. Upper Steering Position.
UT. Universal Time.
UTC. Co-ordinated Universal Time.
VHF. Very High Frequency
VLF. Very Low Frequency

ILB’s report in every 15 minutes. ALB’s
report in every 30 minutes.
SAR Coordinating Communications.
All communications between the Rescue
Co-ordination Centre, the ‘On Scene
Coordinator’, (OSC), or the ‘Co-ordinator
Surface Search’, (CSS), in the area
of the distress are referred to as SAR
Coordinating Communications. These are
two-way communications carried out by
radio-telephony, radio-telex or satellite,
depending upon the area in which the
incident occurs.
SARSAT. Search and Rescue Satellite
Aided Tracking.
SART. Search and Rescue Radar
Transponder.
SIMS. Systems Information Management
System.
SOLAS. Safety Of Life At Sea.
Sq. Squelch.
Tx. Transmitter/Transmission.
TLX. Telex.
UHF. Ultra High Frequency
(300 MHz – 3000 MHz.)
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MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

CQ

1213

1214

1214

1215

1216

1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1222

1255

Belfast CG x 3

Derwent x 3

Gourds x 3

Weft x 3

Lampet x 3

Esso Isle x 3

Rockstock x 3

Derwent x 3

Gourds x 3

Weft x 3

Lampet x 3

Esso Isle x 3

Rockstock x 3

MD Belfast CG x 3

1213

Signature

Signature

(R Stand-by)
(R Stand-by)
(R Stand-by)

(R Stand-by) Ch 16

K
K
K
K

(Proceeding) Ch 16
(Proceeding) Ch 16
(Released)

K
K
K

Ch 16

Ch 16

(Released) (R+) Ch 16

K

Ch 16

(Released) (R+)

(Proceeding) Ch 16

Ch 16

Ch 16

Ch 16

K

Time 1255 UTC Fulani VWSB Situation now under control Seelonce Feenee +

I am 10 miles from the casualty my speed 15 Knts ETA 40 mins

I bear 240º at 12 miles Speed 17 Knts my ETA 39 mins

8 miles south of casualty Speed 16 Knts ETA 30 mins

I am Brg 136 at 13 miles from casualty Speed 15 Knts ETA 52 mins

I am 25 miles brg 205 from casualty Speed 14 Knts ETA 1h 45 mins

K

(R Stand-by)

K

Ch 16

(R Stand-by)

Ch 16

Ch 16

Ch 16

Ch 70

Freq
Channel
Satellite

K

I am 5 miles SW of casualty Speed 20 Knts ETA 15 mins

DRET Received Mayday

FTRS Received Mayday

YJNH Received Mayday

RFTW Received Mayday

GLSC Received Mayday

IADF Received Mayday

require immediate assistance. 9 Persons on board. Vessels in vicinity contact Belfast CG
K

Mayday Fulani VWSB 232000124 Pos 55º 56’N 007º 30’W Explosion and fire

DSC Alert 55º 58’N 007º 28’W Fire Distress Relay 232000124 1209 UTC

Pos 55º 45’N 007º 28’W 1200 UTC

DSC, Batteries, Printers tested and satisfactory

Communications summary, Tests, Remarks

On Distress Watch

MD Belfast CG
x3

002320022

Station
FROM

Mayday Relay x 3

CQ

TO

1210

Station

Call sign……...........RFTW………...……

1212

1210

15/6/05
1200

Date/Time
UTC

MV/SS……...........…LAMPET……….......…
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Appendix 2 - Specimen Radio Log
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Appendix 3 - Phonetic Alphabet

Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
Numeral
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Phonetic
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INDIA
JULIET
KILO
LIMA
MIKE
NOVEMBER
OSCAR
PAPA
QUEBEC
ROMEO
SIERRA
TANGO
UNIFORM
VICTOR
WHISKEY
XRAY
YANKEE
ZULU
Spoken As
WUN
TOO
TREE
FOW-ER
FIFE
SIX
SEV-EN
AIT
NINE-ER
ZERO

Spoken As
AL FAH
BRAH VOH
CHAR LEE
DELL TAH
ECK OH
FOKS TROT
GOLF
HOH TELL
IN DEE AH
JEW LEE ETT
KEY LOH
LEE MAH
MIKE
NO VEM BER
OSS CAH
PAH PAH
KEH BECK
ROW MEE OH
SEE AIR RAH
TANG GO
YOU NEE FORM
VIC TAH
WISS KEY
ECKS RAY
YANG KEY
ZOO LOO
Numeral
44
90
136
500
1478
7000

Spoken As
FOW-ER FOW-ER
NIN-ER ZERO
WUN TREE SIX
FIFE ZERO ZERO
WUN FOW-ER SEV-EN AIT
SEV-EN THOUSAND
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Appendix 4 - Procedural Words

Proword
All After

Logged
As
AA

All Before

AB

All Stations

CQ

Correct
Correction

C
CC

Disregard This
Transmission Out

DTT+

In Figures

IF

In Letters

IL

I Read Back

IRB

I Say Again
I Spell

ISA
ISP

I Verify

IV

Message Begins/
Ends
Nothing Heard

BT/=

Out

AR or +

NH

Explanation
Repeat everything after the word or
phrase indicated.
Request everything before the word or
phrase indicated.
This transmission is intended for all stations
listening on this channel.
You are correct.
The last word or phrase was wrong. This
should be followed by “I say again”.
Disregard this transmission. Not to be used
when the transmission has been received
and acknowledged.
The following are to be written
as figures.
The following are to be written down
as letters.
The following is my response to your
instruction to read back.
I am repeating transmission.
I shall spell the next word
phonetically.
That which follows has been
verified at your request and is repeated. To
be used only as a reply to “Verify”.
Separates the text from other
portions of the message.
I have not heard a reply to my
transmission.
End of conversation.
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Appendix 4 - Procedural Words

Proword
Over

Logged
As
K

Radio Check

RC

Read Back

RB

Received
Roger

RX
R

Say Again
Speak Slower
Station Calling

SA
SSL
SC

This Is …

DE

Time
Unknown Station

AA

Verify

V

Stand-by

SB

Word After …

WA

Word Before …

WB

Words Twice

WDT

Wrong

WG

Explanation
Invitation for the other party to
transmit.
Request for the other party to give the
strength and readability of your signal.
Repeat the message you have just
received.
Acknowledgement of message.
I have received your last
transmission satisfactorily.
Repeat your last message.
Your transmission is too fast, slow down.
The way to address a station that has
called you but whose identity is in doubt.
This transmission is from the
station whose call sign immediately follows.
The group of figures that follow is the time
for this message.
The identity (call sign) of the
station with which I am
attempting to establish
communication is unknown.
Verify entire message (or portion
indicated), send correct version.
Wait on the frequency or channel until
I call you.
A request to repeat the word after the one
given (normally used with REPEAT).
A request to repeat the word
before the one given (normally used
with REPEAT).
Communication is difficult.
Transmit each word twice.
Your last transmission was
incorrect. The correct version is…
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Appendix 5 - The Channels
Channel No

Function

Channel 1

Public Correspondence
and Port Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Primary Ship to Ship
Working and SAR
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Ship to Ship Only
Ship to Ship and Port
Operations
Ship to Ship, Port Operations and Oil
Pollution
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
GMDSS Bridge to Bridge, Safety of
Navigation
Port Operations Only
Ship to Ship (use at 1W)
Distress, Urgency, Safety and Calling
Ship to Ship (use at 1W)
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence and
Port Operations

Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 6
Channel 7
Channel 8
Channel 9
Channel 10
Channel 11
Channel 12
Channel 13
Channel 14
Channel 15
Channel 16
Channel 17
Channel 18
Channel 19
Channel 20
Channel 21
Channel 22
Channel 23
Channel 24
Channel 25
Channel 26
Channel 27
Channel 28
Channel 60

Ship’s
Frequency
156.050

Shore’s
Frequency
160.650

156.100

160.700

156.150

160.750

156.200

160.800

156.250

160.850

156.300
156.350

160.950

156.400
156.450

156.450

156.500

156.500

156.550
156.600
156.650

156.550
156.600
156.650

156.700
156.750
156.800
156.850
156.900
156.950
157.000
157.050
157.100
157.150
157.200
157.250
157.300
157.350
157.400
156.025

156.700
156.750
156.800
156.850
161.500
161.550
161.600
161.650
161.700
161.750
161.800
161.850
161.900
161.950
162.000
160.625
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Appendix 5 - The Channels
Channel No

Function

Channel 61

Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
CG Small Craft Safety Channel
(UK), SAR (ROI)
Port Operations Only
Inter-Ship and Port Operations
Digital Selective Call Distress and Safety
Port Operations Only
Inter-Ship Only
CG Working Channel
Port Operations Only
Guard Band 156.7625 156.7875MHz
Guard Band 156.8125 156.8375MHz
Inter-Ship Only
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Port Operations Only
Port Operations Only
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence and Port
Operations
Public Correspondence
Public Correspondence
AIS SART
AIS SART

Channel 62
Channel 63
Channel 64
Channel 65
Channel 66
Channel 67
Channel 68
Channel 69
Channel 70
Channel 71
Channel 72
Channel 73
Channel 74
Channel 75
Channel 76
Channel 77
Channel 78
Channel 79
Channel 80
Channel 81
Channel 82
Channel 83
Channel 84
Channel 85
Channel 86
Channel 87
Channel 88

Ship’s
Frequency
156.075

Shore’s
Frequency
160.675

156.125

160.725

156.175

160.775

156.225

160.825

156.275

160.875

156.325

160.925

156.375

156.375

156.425
156.475
156.525

156.425
156.475
156.525

156.575
156.625
156.675
156.725

156.575
156.675
156.725

156.875
156.925

161.525

156.975
157.025
157.075

161.575
161.625
161.675

157.125

161.725

157.175
157.225

161.775
161.825

157.275
157.325

161.875
161.925
161.975
162.025
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Index
Aerials
Aim
Antenna

27
5
27, 28

Bearings
Bridge to Bridge Safety Channel

29
41

Cancelling Radio Silence
Capture Effect
Channel 67
Coastguard Launching Station
Corrections
Control of Communications
COSPAS-SARSAT

38
31
41
45
31
38
19

Designated Alert
17
Digital Selective Calling, (DSC)
18
Direction Finding
36
Distances
29
Distress
33
Distress Acknowledgement
36
Distress Call
33
Distress Message
34
Documents that should be Carried
43
DSC Distress Alerts
8, 16, 18, 33
DSC Response
18
DSC Routine Alerts
18
DSC Testing
18
Dual Watch
15
Duplex Channels
12
EPIRBs

8, 19, 20

Handheld VHF Radios
High Gain Antenna

6, 15
27

Imposing Radio Silence
International Telecommunication Union
Intership Calling
Interference Avoidance
Licences
Lifeboat Authority
Local User Terminal
Long Range Certificate

38
13
41
32
10
45
19
11

Maritime Mobile Band
Maritime Mobile Service Number, MMS
Maritime Rescue Co-Ordination Centre
Maritime Safety Information
Mayday Relay
Medical Emergency

12
26
5
23
36
39

MF/HF Radios
Modified Procedure
Narrow Band Printing with Forward
Error Correction
NAVTEX

6
46

Phonetic Alphabet
Phonetic Numbers
Port Operations Channel
Position
Power Output
Primary Shore Station
Priority of Radio Calls
Private Channels
Private Maritime Channels
Procedural Words

29
29
42
29
15
45
32
42
12
29

Radio Call Signs
Radio Log
Receiving a Distress Message
Registering EPIRBs
Reporting the Condition of Casualties
Restricted Certificate of Competence
Rules and Codes of Conduct

10
43
36
20
48
6
43

SARROC Module 2
Safety
SARTS
Satellite Communications
Scanning
Sea Areas
Secondary Station
Secrecy of Correspondence
Semi-Duplex Channels
Ship to Ship Calling
Short Range Certificate
Simplex Channels
SOLAS requirements
Speed
Squelch

23
23

11
40
8, 21, 22
6
15
8, 9
45
44
13		
40
11
12
5, 7
30
14

Test Transmissions
Testing EPIRBS
Time

32
20
30

Undesignated Alert
Unity Gain Antenna
Urgency

17
27
39

Voice Technique

31
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TRG-5

Call:
Pan Pan x 3
All Stations x 3
This is “Ship’s name” x 3
Int Call Sign
MMSI Number

Call:
Mayday x 3
This is “Ship’s name” x 3
Int Call Sign
MMSI Number

M: Mayday x 3
I: Ships name x 3 Int c/s, MMSI no
R: Repeat Mayday and Ship’s name,
Int c/s, MMSI no
P: Position
D: Distress
A: Assistance required
N: Number of people onboard
I: Information to aid rescue
O: Over

P:
A:
I:
P:
P:

Go to Ch 16

Go to Ch 16

Pan Pan x 3
All Stations x 3
Ship’s name x 3, Int c/s, MMSI no
Position
Problem

Message:
Position
Problem
Over

Alert:
Send a Urgency alert on Ch 70

Alert:
Send a Distress alert on Ch 70

Message:
Mayday identify and Int C/S, MMSI
Position
Distress
Assistance
Number of POB
Info
Over

Urgency

Distress

S:
A:
I:
D:

Securite x 3
All Stations x 3
Ship’s name x 3, Int c/s, MMSI no
Detailed description

Message:
Detailed description of warning
Out

Call:
Securite x 3
All Stations x 3
This is “Ship’s name” x 3
Int Call Sign
MMSI Number

Go to Ch 16

Alert:
Send a Safety alert on Ch 70

Safety

